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Create a project
PRODUCTS: SALES CREATIO

A project is an activity intended to achieve specific results, for example, create a new product or develop a new
service. Thus, a project can involve constructing a house, developing a software product, or implementing a new
automated system in the company.

Use the [ Projects ] section to form a project structure, plan working time, allocate necessary resources, track
deadlines, and keep a record of expenses.

This section has several pre-set quick filters:

Add a new project

By project start and end date (the [ Start ] and [ Worked till ] fields of the project page). The project will be
displayed in the section if the dates in the filter fall to the project time period.

By owner (the [ Owner ] field of the project page).

Go to the [ Projects ] section.1.

Click [ New ]. This will open a new page.2.

Fill out the general project information on the page that opens:

Name The project name. Required.

Status Project completion status. For example, “Planned,” “In progress,” or “Completed.” By
default, set to “Planned.” Required.

Owner Employee in charge of the project. By default, set to the name of the current user.
Required.

3.

Fill out the key project details on the [ General information ] tab:4.
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Note. Click [ Copy ] in the section list to copy an existing project. This will also copy all tasks related to the
project. The key dates of the project copy and its subordinate tasks will be offset using the current date as
the start date. For example, if the project start date is 03/01/2020, the end date is 03/15/2020 and the
project was copied on 03/10/2020, the start date of the project copy will be set to 03/10/2020, and the end
date – to 03/25/2020.

Configure the project structure
Set up the list of tasks related to the project implementation on the [ Structure ] tab of the project page.

To add a new project task:

Account Account and/or contact that is the project customer. Filling out one of these fields is
required.

Contact

Start
date

Planned start and end dates of the project.
Due
date

Type Type of the project. For example, “Internal project” or “Complex project.” Required.

Duration Project task duration, in hours and minutes. The field is non-editable and is calculated
automatically as a sum of working hours within the planned start and end dates of the
project.

Deadline Scheduled project completion date.

Specify connected opportunities and contractors in the [ Connected to ] detail:

Opportunity The opportunity as part of which to perform the project.

Supplier The company acting as a supplier in the project. Usually, this is your company.

5.

Go to the [ Attachments and notes ] tab and add more information about the project, as well as attachments
and links to the web resources related to the project.

6.

Click [ Save ] in the top left corner.7.

Go to the [ Structure ] tab of the project.1.

Click  on the [ Structure ] details and select [ Add root project task ].

To add a subordinate task to a root task, select the root task in the detail list, and select [ Add subordinate
project task ] in the detail action menu.

2.
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As a result, Creatio will add a new task to the project structure.

Select a task record and click [ Up ] or [ Down ] to move the task in the task list. You can move items of the
same level only.

Note. The filter on the [ Structure ] detail applies only to root tasks. Subordinate tasks are not filtered.

Start a project and track its execution
The [ Status ] field is set to “Planned” for a new project record. To start a project, change the field value to “In
progress.”

The [ Completion % ] field on the [ General information ] tab displays the actual percentage of project completion
at the moment. Set this value manually or select the [ Calculate automatically ] checkbox. When the checkbox is
selected, the field becomes non-editable, and its value is calculated as the percentage ratio of total actual working
time and total estimated working time, based on the [ List of resources ] detail.

Set up a forecast
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

Creatio lets you automate financial, quantitative, and temporal forecasting indicators, as well as analyze the actual
results to find bottlenecks and increase efficiency. This functionality is available in the [ Forecasts ] section
(Fig. 1).

The [ Forecasts ] section lets you generate forecasts by key dimensions based on Creatio data, as well as to
calculate the actual values.

The forecast setup involves several steps this article covers in depth:

This article also covers:

Fig. 1 The [ Forecasts ] section

Fill out the fields on the page that opens. Learn more in a separate article: Manage project tasks.3.

Click [ Save ].4.

Set up the forecast object and period.1.

Set up the forecast hierarchy.2.

Specify the forecast data.3.

Set up the forecast columns.4.

The forecast value calculation, manual or automatic with a set frequency.

The data drilldown that helps to track the indicators’ changes.
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Example. Create a quarterly sales forecast and group sales by category, type, and brand.

The calculation must be based on paid invoices. Run calculation: automatically, once a day based on the
user’s time zone (GMT-05:00).

When you add new products to the forecast, Creatio must distribute the group indicators among the child
elements automatically.

1. Set up the forecast object and period
Select the forecast object (or entity) to use as a dimension when creating a forecast.

We recommend that you select objects that are rarely modified. These objects better suit the long-term data
analysis. Examples of good forecast entities include responsible managers (contacts), customers and partners,
their need types (your company’s product or service categories), opportunity types, products. Use objects like
leads, activities, opportunities, invoices, and orders for calculating the expected indicators instead.

Note. When you add a forecast by an entity that has not been used in forecasts before, Creatio will add a
new database table in the background. This table will store all the forecasts configured for this entity.

To select the forecast object and period:

Go to the [ Forecasts ] section.1.

Click  in the top right. This opens a box.2.

Take the following steps in the [ General ] tab on the box that opens:3.

Enter the name of the new forecast. In this example, it is “By products.”a.

Select the period. In this example, it is “Quarter.” This parameter becomes locked after you save the
forecast. The following forecast period types are available out-of-the-box: “Month,” “Quarter,” and “Year.”
You can create custom periods as well. Learn more in a separate article: Add forecast periods.

b.
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Fig. 2 The general forecast parameters

Specify the forecast entity. In this example, it is “Products.”

Note that saving the forecast locks the entity. The forecast name and data hierarchy remain editable. Click 
 on the forecast tab panel to edit them (Fig. 2).

c.

Go to the [ Automation ] tab. Here, you can set up the daily autosaves of forecast changes as separate
versions and schedule automatic calculations. In this example, set up the daily autosave of expected and
actual sales calculations based on the paid invoices.

To set up the daily autosave time of the forecast versions, toggle on the [ Daily autosave ] switch and
specify the autosave time in the [ Run at ] required field. This setting is the only way to save a new forecast
version.

To enable the automatic forecast calculation, toggle on the [ Automatic calculation ] switch and specify the
calculation frequency, as well as the user time zone. In this example, set up calculations to run every 23 hours
when the load on Creatio is the lowest: from 12:00 AM to 5:59 AM. Time zone: Eastern Time (US & Canada)
(GMT-05:00).

4.

Click [ Save ] (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Set up the automatic forecast calculation

5.
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This will create a new forecast with the settings you specified. When you add an entity that has not been used in
forecasts before, Creatio will add a new database table in the background. This table will store all the forecasts
configured for this entity.
Proceed to the forecast hierarchy setup.

2. Set up the forecast hierarchy
You can group the forecast entities by set conditions if the entities contain too much data to show as a plain list.
In this example, the groups are “Category,” “Type,” and “Brand.” A forecast can have up to 10 grouping levels.
You can modify the hierarchy at any time.

To group the forecast objects:

Fig. 4 Setting up the forecast hierarchy

Click  on the forecast page and go to the [ Set up hierarchy ] field group.1.

Select the column for grouping objects on the first hierarchy level. In this example, this is the [ Category
column ].

2.

Select columns for each subsequent hierarchy level in a similar way. In this example, these are the [ Type ]
column on the second hierarchy level and the [ Brand ] column on the third level.

3.

Click [ Save ] (Fig. 4).4.
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As a result, Creatio will generate a table that contains forecast entities grouped by the set conditions.

Proceed to specify the forecast data.

3. Specify the forecast data
Specify the data to use in calculations.

To do this:

As a result, the list of selected records will appear in the left part of the forecast. Creatio will group the records as
per the pre-configured hierarchy (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Configure a list of forecast records

Click [ Add ] on the forecast page. This opens a box.1.

Select the needed records of the forecast entity in the box that opens. For example, a product list. Click
Actions → “Select all” to add all available records to the forecast.

2.

Click the [ Select ] button.3.
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Hover over a record and click  to remove it from the forecast.

Click  on the forecast tab panel to change the forecast hierarchy.

Proceed to column setup.

4. Set up the forecast columns
Creatio calculates the forecast indicators in the forecast columns. Forecasts have the following column types:

For new forecasts, a single [ Expected ] column is available by default for each period. You can edit the column
values, change the column settings, or delete the column.

Set up the [Forecast] column
Enter the expected indicators manually for each forecast structure element or set up the automatic distribution.
If you set up the automatic distribution, you will only need to enter the expected indicators for parent elements.
Creatio will calculate the values for the child elements automatically. To do this:

As a result, Creatio will save the new values automatically when you change the expected indicators. Note that
this will not create a new version of the forecast. When you add new products to the forecast, you will only be
able to edit the expected indicator for the group that includes those products. Creatio will calculate the expected

Editable. Specify the value manually.

Value from object. Creatio pulls the value from the database according to the set parameters.

Formula. specify a formula for calculating the value based on the data available in Creatio.

Hover over the [ Expected ] column title and click the  button that appears on the left.1.

Select the [ Allow editing of group indicators ] checkbox in the column setup box.2.
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values for new records in the group proportional to the number of child elements. At the lowest level, the
indicators are uneditable and always equal the “Expected indicators of the upper level / number of the nested
levels” ratio. However, intermediate indicators are editable. If you change them, Creatio will recalculate the values
of both child and parent elements.

Set up the [Actual] column
Click  to the right of the [ Expected ] column. This opens a box.1.

Specify the name of the new column (“Actual”) and its type (“Value from object”) in the box that opens. The
box displays a list of column parameters.

2.

Fill out the column parameters:3.

Select the Creatio object to be used as data source in the [ Section ] field. In this example, it is “Product in
invoice.” Configure the filters to include only the paid or partially paid invoices within the specified period
when calculating the actual forecast data.

a.

Select the calculation method in the [ Function ] field. The function can be “sum,” “count,” or “average.”
For this example, select “sum.”

b.

Select the base value for the calculation in the [ Indicator ] field. In this example, it is “Total, base currency.”c.

Select the field that binds the data object (“Product in invoice”) to the forecast entity (“Product”) in the
[ Forecast object binding ] field. In this example, this is the “Product” field.

d.

Save the column.

Fig. 6 Set up a “Value from object” type column

4.
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Set up the [Actual,%] column
Click  to the right of the [ Actual ] column. This opens a box.1.

Specify the name of the new column (“Actual, %”) and its type (“Formula”) in the box that opens. The box
displays a field for entering the formula, available columns and mathematical operations, as well as the
[ Calculate totals using the formula ] toggle.

2.

Set up the formula that calculates the column value.3.

Turn on the [ Calculate totals using the formula ] toggle to apply the formula calculations to every forecast
hierarchy level (Fig. 7).

4.

Save the column.

Fig. 7 Set up a “Formula” type column

5.
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As a result, the configured columns will be added to the table and will display the calculated indicators.

Calculate a forecast
After the column setup, enter the expected indicators manually for each forecast structure element. Alternatively,
set up the automatic distribution and click [ Calculate ].

After the calculation is finished, you will receive a notification on the communication panel. As a result, Creatio will
populate the expected forecast indicators with data taken from the database or calculated using the formula.

To change the column settings, hover over the column title and click  on the left.

To hide a column, hover over the column title and click  → select the [ Hide column ] checkbox.

To delete a column, hover over the column title and click  → [ Delete ].

If necessary, drag the forecast columns to change their order (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 Changing the forecast column order
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Click  to lock the [ Totals ] column on the right. This makes it easier to manage the summary indicators.

Drill down the data
You can review the data used to generate the forecast tab values. This feature is available for cells of the “Value
from object” type. Creatio attaches links to the cell values that can be drilled down. Click them to display the
records used to calculate the selected value (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 Drilling down the forecast data

When drilling down the data, you can:
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Install the “Field Sales for Creatio” app
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

The Field Sales for Creatio extension allows automating sales rep tasks. Sales reps use Creatio mobile app in the
field to check visit “to-do” list, record the meeting time frame, conduct presentations, monitor SKUs, and place
orders.

Product features include:

You need to install the app from the marketplace to access the field functionality. To do so:

If your Creatio application is deployed on-site, make sure that the application is not restricted from accessing the
Internet, before you attempt to install “Field Module for Creatio.” To do so:

Getting started
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

The partner portal is designed for companies that work with customers via partner networks. This portal is a joint

click  to resize the drilldown window

click  and  to hide or show the window

Click  → [ Select fields to display ] to select fields to display

Click  → [ Export to Excel ] to export data to Excel

Planning of field staff meetings (“visits”)

Building optimal routes between the meeting locations on the map

Maintain the visit agenda and guidelines

Keep a record of the employee’s activities during the visit

Create custom visit agenda and guidelines.

Open the System Designer, e.g., by clicking .1.

Click [ Installed applications ]. The app management page opens.2.

Click [ Add application ] > [ Choose from Marketplace ].3.

Install the “Field Sales for Creatio” app.4.

Grant access to the web site http://package-store.creatio.com/.1.

Install the “Field Module for Creatio” app using the following link: https://marketplace.creatio.com/app/field-
sales-creatio.

For more on adding Creatio apps, see the “Install applications from the Marketplace” article.

ATTENTION. To access the functionality, all sales rep users must be licensed separately.

2.
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communication platform for passing leads between partners, partner cross-sales, and marketing campaign team-
ups.

The partner portal functionality is available in Sales Creatio enterprise and CRM Creatio.

Your partners can work with these sections:

These sections are duplicates of the main application sections of the same name. You can choose which fields
and details from the [ Cases ] section to display in the [ Portal Cases ] section via the Section Wizard. Lead and
opportunity details are available in the [ Partner program ] portal section and on the partnership page in the main
application. These data are used to keep track of how the partnership conditions are fulfilled, how higher
partnership tiers are achieved and how marketing funds are credited.

Portal users can access the basic portal functionality – main page, user profile settings, knowledge base search,
feed communications, etc.

You can set up partner sales analytics in the dashboards on the portal main page. More information about setting
up the portal main page is available in the “Set up the portal main page” article.

You can add up to three custom sections on the customer portal. Custom sections are configured via the Section
Wizard and are added to the “Portal” workplace.

Partner organization access permissions
To access the “Partner portal” configuration, add the partner organization to the “Partner portal users”
functional role. You can read more about the types of portal users in the “Users and permissions on the portal”
article.

Portal licensing
Each portal user “consumes” a special “portal license” (as opposed to using regular Creatio licenses). The name
of the partner portal license must contain the “partner portal on-site/cloud” string. Read more about licensing in
the “Creatio licensing” article.

Prepare the partner portal for work
You can find the data about your company’s partners and related partnerships (their conditions and status) in
the [ Partnership ] section of the main application. This section is best suited for use by your employees
responsible for interaction with your partners. You can use it to set up the cooperation conditions and add as
many partnerships as needed but no more than one per each partner (Fig. 1). The partner portal displays the
conditions of a partnership as a partner program.

Fig. 1 The [ Partnership ] section in the main application

[ Leads ]

[ Opportunities ]

[ Orders ].
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Note. You can manage partners performance and set up the cooperation conditions in the main Creatio
application.

The partner programs are configured in the main application. Partner portal users can only access the profile of
their own organization. The partner program access on the portal is read-only. The [ Partner program ] section is
available for access by your partners and their employees. This section contains all information relevant to your
partners and their work (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 A partner program page on the portal.

Current partner tier and performance indicators required for a level-up.

Partner reward, such as a percentage of their profits.

Partner training sessions and certifications.

Funds and amount of funds.

Credit and debit operations.

Marketing activities of the partner.

Partnership parameters history.

Partner lead and opportunity analytics.

Additional information.
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Note. You can only bind a single partner program to each partner.

To prepare the partner portal for work:

Outline your partner program. Setting up a partner program is a one-time procedure.

We recommend that you capture your partner program parameters on paper or in a spreadsheet. Specify the
types of partners you work with. For example, a “reseller”, “consultant”, etc. Set forth the partner tiers and
requirements to achieve a new tier. For instance, “Bronze,” “Silver,” and “Platinum” tiers for a “Reseller”
partner. You can define the cooperation conditions (parameters) for each tier individually. Such parameters
can include the number or amount of opportunities, the number of leads, interest debit payable to the
marketing funds, etc.

1.

Transfer the parameters of the partner program to the main Creatio application. The parameters are entered
once.

Make sure to populate the [ Type of partner ], [ Level of partner ], [ Level partnership parameters ] and
[ Category of partnership parameter ] lookups with your parameters.

2.

Set up personal price lists to take into consideration special conditions for working with partners. This action is
run for each partner individually.

3.

Add a new partnership in the [ Partnership ] section in the main application.

Adding an active partnership in the main application means that you have reached an agreement with the
partner and they officially begin participating in your partner program. The newly created partnership will be
available to the partner as a partner program.

4.
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Create an order
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE  SALES COMMERCE

In Creatio, you can add installment plans, product lists, discounts and other data.

To do this:

Create an opportunity
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE  SALES TEAM

Manage all Creatio opportunities in the [ Opportunities ] section. Handle an opportunity from the moment the
customer shows interest in cooperation up to closing the deal.

The section includes several quick filters.

Create a portal organization for an account of the “Partner” type. Bind partner portal users to the
organization and set up corresponding permissions.

5.

Send a portal invitation email to the employees of the partner.6.

Open the [ Orders ] section.1.

Click [ New order ].2.

On the page that opens, specify the order recipient in the [ Customer ] required field. In the field, you can
select a value from the existing contacts and accounts.

3.

Go to the [ Products ] detail and add a list of goods and services included in the order. There are several
methods of doing this:

4.

Click  to open the product selection page.a.

Quick action menu of the  button → [ Add ].

If necessary, add a discount on specific products in the [ Discount,% ] field. Learn more in the “Add
products to an invoice or an order” article.

As a result, the total cost of the order will be calculated in the [ Amount ] column.

b.

Go to the [ Order details ] tab and add an order installment plan. You can populate the installment plan either
manually or via a template. Learn more in the “Add an order installment plan” article.

5.

You can submit orders for approval to other Creatio users (e.g., approve order amount with managers) using
the standard approval function. To do this, use the [ Send for approval ] action on the order page. The action
opens an additional page, where you can select an employee that the document is sent to, and set other
approval parameters.  More information about this feature is available in the “Approvals” article.

After adding any data to any detail, the order will be autosaved. The order number is generated automatically
in accordance with the “Order number mask” system setting (OrderCodeMask).

6.

By closing date (the [ Closed on ] field) – displays opportunities closed within the specified period. To view
the opportunities closed on a specific day, set the day as both the start and the end date.

By owner (the [ Owner ] field) – displays opportunities owned by the selected contact.
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Create opportunities manually or work with opportunities created automatically when a lead is transferred to
the “Awaiting sale” stage.

Add an opportunity manually
Fill out several required fields on the mini page to add an opportunity. Then you can run the corporate sales
process and enter the information on each opportunity stage gradually by following Creatio's tips.

To register an opportunity:

Add an opportunity automatically
If you have the “Run opportunity process” (“StartOppBusinessProcess” code) system setting enabled, Creatio
will register the opportunity automatically when you advance the lead to the “Awaiting sale” stage.

The corporate sales process will run automatically on the opportunity.

Creatio will populate the following fields:

You can open the created opportunity from the lead page: [ Opportunity info ] → [ Opportunity/Order ]

Set up a dynamic folder to track the new opportunities. For example, filter the opportunities by the creation date.

Compare the forecast versions

Create a new record in the [ Opportunities ] section.1.

Fill out the required fields in the mini page:2.

Specify the potential customer for whom the opportunity is created. In the [ Customer ] field, you can
select a value from the existing contacts and accounts. Start entering the keyword to search for a record.

a.

In the [ Name ] field, enter the keywords to identify the record, e. g., customer name or need type.b.

Fill out the [ Need type ] field to specify the product category of your company in which a customer is
interested.

c.

In the [ Budget ] field, specify the approximate sum that the customer is ready to spend.d.

In the [ Stage ] field, Creatio specifies “Qualification” as the first stage of the corporate opportunity
handling process. You can specify a different stage if needed.

e.

Save the page.

As a result, a new opportunity will be added to the system. Now you can start the corporate sales process on
the opportunity. If you have the “Create lead for opportunity” (“CreateLeadForOpportunity” code) system
setting enabled, Creatio will automatically create a connected lead.

3.

The [ Name ] field value will be formed as a concatenation of the following values on the opportunity page:
[ Customer ] / [Number of registered opportunities +1].

Creatio will copy the list of products from the lead page to the opportunity.

The following fields will be populated in Creatio Sales: [ Customer ], [ Customer budget ], [ Owner ], [ Need
type ], [ Closing date ] and [ Direction ].

The following fields will be populated in Creatio Financial Service: [ Customer ], [ Department ], [ Owner ] and
[ Created on ] fields as well as a number of fields on the [ Parameters ] detail.
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Compare the forecast versions
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

This feature is only available for forecast tab versions created after updating Creatio to version 7.17.3.

Track forecast changes with the forecast tab versioning. Creatio saves the forecast as a separate version if you
specify the daily autosave parameters in the [ Automation ] tab when setting up the forecast object and period.
Read more: Set up the forecast object and period.

You can:

You must have access permissions to view the forecast tab and its records.

Click the  button and select the relevant day to select and view the forecast version for a specific date. You
can only select the days when Creatio autosaved the forecast version, starting from the date when you set up
the version saving. The dates with saved forecast tab versions are clickable and marked in the calendar.

Note. If you edit a forecast several times a day, you will be able to view only the data available at the time
specified in the autosave settings.

Click the  button next to the date to return to the up-to-date forecast tab. Select another date to load a
different forecast tab version.

After you select the date, Creatio will highlight the changes relative to the selected version on the current forecast
tab:

When you view a specific forecast tab version, Creatio will only display the rows that existed when this version
was saved. Rows that existed in the forecast tab on a specific date yet do not exist in the current tab will be
greyed out.

Fig. 1 Comparing data between the forecast tab versions

Select and view a specific forecast version.

Set up the daily forecast autosave time. Read more: Set up the forecast object and period.

Compare a selected forecast version with the current version.

Values higher in the current version will be highlighted green.

Values lower in the current version will be highlighted red (Fig. 1).
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You can drill down the data used for formula calculations in the forecast columns. To do this, select the relevant
date and click a cell you need to drill down. You can only select the cells of the “Value from object” type displayed
as links.

Manage project tasks
PRODUCTS: SALES CREATIO

The project structure consists of tasks that must be finished in time to consider the project completed.

Add root tasks and their subordinate tasks, manage task dates, assign task owners, and allocate resources
required for task completion.

Add a root project task
In the [ Projects ] section, open the needed project.1.

Click the [ Structure ] tab.2.

Click [ Add root project task ] in the action menu of the [ Structure ] detail and populate the task page that
opens:

3.

Populate the general task information:a.
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As a result, a new root task will be added to the project structure. 

To add a subordinate task, select the task on the [ Structure ] detail and click [ Add subordinate project task ]
in the detail action menu. Populate the page that opens in the same manner as the root project task page.

Add task resources

Name Project task name. The field is required.

Status Project completion status, for example, “Planned” or “In Progress.” By default, the
“Planned” value is set. The field is required.

Owner Creatio user, responsible for carrying out the project task. Set to the name of the
current user by default. The field is required.

Populate the fields on the [ General information ] tab:

Account The customer of the project task.

Contact The contact who is a customer of the project task.

Start date
Planned date and time for the project task.

Due date

Deadline Deadline for the project task.

b.

Navigate to the [ Attachments and notes ] tab to add files and links related to the task. For example, add
documents or useful links related to the project on the [ Attachments ] detail.

4.

Click [ Save ].5.

In the [ Projects ] section, open the needed project.1.

Navigate to the [ Structure ] tab and click the needed record in the menu of the [ Structure ] detail.2.

On the page that opens, click on the [ Resources ] detail. 
A resource item page open will open. 

3.

Populate the page fields:4.
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As a result, a new item will be added to the resources required for task completion.

Change the task timeframe
Offset the timeframe of a project task and its subordinate project tasks for the specified time period. To do this:

As a result, the dates of the task will change accordingly.

Create a contract
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

Use the [ Contracts ] section to manage the contracts that you sign with the customers as part of closing a sales
deal.

The section stores information about contract parties, purchase amount, addenda and specifications, scan
copies, current status and links to other records, e.g., opportunities and documents.

To create a contract:

Task The task the resource is added to. This is a non-editable field.

Resource Resource name. For example, an employee's name or role in the project:
“Analyst,” “Developer,” or “Designer.” The field is required.

Expected
working
time, h

The man-hours needed for the employee to complete the project.

Actual
working
time, h

Employee's working time actually spent on the project task. This is a non-editable field.
The [ Calculate actual working time ] action automatically calculates the value for this
field.

Click [ Save ].5.

In the [ Projects ] section, open the needed project.1.

Navigate to the [ Structure ] tab and select the needed record in the menu of the [ Structure ] detail.2.

Select [ Edit project task timeframe ] in the detail action menu.3.

On the page that opens, select “Next” or “Back” and populate the [ Quantity of days ] field to specify the
number of days to offset the timeframe.

4.

Click [ Save ]. 5.

Go to the [ Contracts ] section.1.

Click the [ New contract ] button.
A new contract page opens, with the automatically generated contract number. Creatio generates document
numbers according to the  “ContractCodeMask” system setting. A new document page will have the following
default values in its fields:

2.
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Add products
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE  SALES COMMERCE

Add products
The [Products] section contains information about products and servicesoffered by your company. Use this
section to create a product catalog, specify product prices and stock, as well as store detailed description and
features for each product.

[ Type ] – select “Contract.” This value cannot be changed after you save the new record.a.

[ Start date ] – the user’s current date.b.

[ Owner ] – the current user’s contact.c.

[ Status ] – the default status for all new contracts is “Draft.” The field uses the [ Contract statuses ]
lookup.

d.

[ Account ] – specify the customer’s account. Tis is the other party of the contract.3.

[ Account's banking details ] – customer’s payment details. You can select data from the [ Banking details ]
detail of the [ Account info ] tab on account page.

4.

[ Our company ] – the account that represents your party in the contract. You can select from accounts of
the “Our company” type.

5.

[ Our banking details ] – the field unlocks once you populate the [ Our company ] field. You can select data
from the [ Banking details ] detail of the [ Account info ] tab on your company page.

6.

[ Amount ] – specify the contract currency and amount. If a contract is added based on an order, the
[ Amount ] field value is calculated automatically and reflects the total cost of the ordered products. You can
select only those ordered products you need to connect to the contract. Read more in the “Create a contract
from an order” article.

7.

Add links to other connected records on the [ Connected to ] detail.8.

Add subsequent agreements, addenda or specifications to the [ Subordinate contracts ] detail. Only contract
records with the “Specification” and “Addendum” types are available on the [ Subordinate contracts ] detail.
To add a new subordinate contract, click the  button. The [ Parent contract ] field on the subordinate
contract page will be populated automatically.
To connect an existing subordinate contract to the current contract, click the  button and select the

“Connect to existing” option from the menu.

9.

If there are orders linked to the contract, go to the [ Contract details ] tab and link the products sold. When
adding a contract based on an order, you can select several ordered products. The selected products will be
automatically added to the [ Products ] detail of the [ Contract details ] tab. Click the  button to add the rest
of ordered products.

10.

If you need to approve a contract, for example, agree upon its terms with other employees, use Creatio
approvals. As part of the standard approval procedure, an “approver” employee sets the approval result
(approved or rejected). Approving contracts is identical to approving orders and invoices. Working with
approvals is covered in the “Approvals” article.

11.

Click [ Save ].12.
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Add a product record
1.Open the [Products] section and click [New product].

2.On the [General information] tab, populate the following information about the product:

Photo Image of the product. Click  to add a
new image by using the standard file
selection window. We recommend
uploading a square image (aspect ratio:
1:1). Click  to remove the image.

Name Name of the product or service.

Code Identifier of the product. The product
code is often used, for example, if two
products have the same name.

Link Link to a web resource related to the
product, for example, the product
page on the manufacturer's website or
in the online shop catalog.

Unit of
measure

Product measuring unit. The field is
only available for Sales Creatio, team
edition.

Owner The employee who is responsible for
this product.

Inactive The checkbox indicates that the
product cannot be offered to
customers. For example, the product
has been withdrawn from sale or is no
longer delivered. Inactive products are
not displayed on the product selection
page.

 

3.Specify product segmentation parameters (available for Creatio Sales, commerce edition; Creatio Sales,
enterprise edition; Creatio Marketing):

Category Product category, for example,
“Hardware” or “Software”.

Type Type of product. The list of types
depends on the selected category. For
example, products of the “Hardware”
category can be of the following types:
“Graphics cards”, “Motherboards”,
etc.

Brand Product brand.
4.Populate the base price value according to which the product prices will be specified in the price lists.
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Price Price of the good or service. The
amount can be specified in any
currency.

For more on the currency conversion,
see the “Working with currencies”
article.

Tax The tax rate that will be used by default
with this product, for example, “VAT”
(available for Creatio Sales editions).

Unit of
measure

The base unit of measure of the
product. When you save the record,
the selected unit of measure is added
to the [Units] detail with the [Base]
checkbox selected.

5.Click [Save].

Specify product availability
Note

The feature is only available for Creatio Sales, enterprise edition and Creatio Sales, commerce edition.

Use the [Availability] detail on the product page to enter information about the number of products available at
the warehouses. If you store products in several warehouses, the number of products in stock, reserved
products, and products on hand will display for each product.

You can populate the detail manually. If you set up an integration with a third-party system, the information from
your external account appears in the detail automatically. To add a record on the detail, click  and populate the
page that opens:

Warehouse The warehouse where the product is
stored.

Balance The total quantity of the product
stored in the warehouse.

Reserved Reserved quantity of products.

Available Product quantity that can be sold. The
field is non-editable. Its value is
calculated as the subtraction of the
[Reserved] and [In stock] fields.

 

Specify product features
Note

The feature is only available for Creatio Sales, enterprise edition; Creatio Sales, commerce edition and Creatio
Marketing.
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Use the [Features] tab of the product page to customize the product features. For example, computer CPU
speed or supported memory. You can search for a product by the product feature in the product catalog.

1.In the [Products] section, open the needed product.

2.Go to the [Features] tab and click . A new product feature page opens.

3.Populate the [Feature] field:

a.To add an existing feature, type in the feature name or use the lookup window to select a feature.

b.To add a new feature, open the lookup window and click [New], then populate the feature name and select its
value (e.g., for example, “Drop-down list” or “Decimal”). After saving a new feature the [Value type] field
becomes non-editable.

4.Populate the value of the feature. If you select the “Drop-down list” data type, the [Values] detail appears on
the page. You can add the needed list of feature values to it. The value displays on the page once you select a
feature. The field type depends on the type of the selected feature value. For example, you can enter a digit for
the decimal feature, and select or clear the checkbox for the boolean feature.

5.Click [Save] on the feature page to save the product feature.

You can add the following types of product features:

Once you save the feature, it will be available on the [Features] detail of the product page.

Set up rules and actions of a visit
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

One of the primary components of a visit rule is the sale rep “to-do” list – the activities that sales reps are
required to complete during a visit. Field sales for Creatio functionality enables sales reps with mobile apps to
perform the following basic actions:

“Decimal”; “Integer” – numeric type. For example, the “CPU Speed, GHz” or “Number of cores” features.

“Drop-down list” – data type for which you can select a value from the list. For example, the “Computer case
color” feature for which the following list of values is specified: “Black” and “Silver.”

“Boolean” – data type for which you can specify the “Yes” or “No” value. For example, “DVD”.

“String” – data type for which you can manually enter a text value. For example, the “Additional information”
detail.
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Check-in Creatio receives GPS coordinates of the sales rep's location and the visit status is
changed to “In progress“.

Presentation Opens a PowerPoint or PDF presentation on the sales rep's mobile device (the
presentation must be added to the [ Attachments and notes ] detail of the visit record in
the [ Activities ] section). If several presentations have been added to the detail, the sales
rep will have to select the needed one.

Order
placement

Creates a new order for the sales outlet account and opens the product selection page
on the sales rep's mobile device.

SKU
Monitoring

Opens the SKU monitoring window for the sales rep to enter changes in SKU (stock-
keeping units), specify whether the products are on display in the sales outlet. The sales
rep’s mobile device will display the SKU monitoring window.

Check-out Creatio receives the GPS coordinates of the sales rep's location and the visit status is
changed to “Completed“.

You can supplement the list of sales rep visit actions by adding new records to the [ Visit actions type ] lookup.
Employees mark visit actions as “complete” by toggling a switch in the mobile device. The connection between
visit actions and system sections (e.g., creating a new contract based on a visit action) is carried out only
through development.

Set up rules of a visit
Click  to open the System Designer.1.

Go to the [ System setup ] block → click [ Lookups ].2.

Click the [ Field sales rules ] lookup.3.

On the lookup content page, click the [ New rule ] button.4.

Populate the required fields:5.

Populate the [ Name ] field, for example, “2nd quarter of 2020 (Downtown)“ or “1st quarter (Uptown)“.a.

In the [ Start ] and [ Due ] fields, specify the time limit of rule validity.b.

Specify visit duration (including travel time) in the corresponding field.c.

In the [ Number of visits ] field, enter the approximate number of visits of this type that a sales rep can
perform during one day.

d.

Click [ Save ].6.

Similarly, specify the other rules. Normally, different visit rules apply to different periods and sales outlet
locations.

As a result, these rules will be taken into account when building a schedule for the sales reps.

In the [ Visit scheduling ] view of the [ Activities ] section, drag a sales outlet from the list to the left and drop it
into the calendar. The duration of the visit will be set automatically, according to the [ Visit duration ] value
from the corresponding visit rule.

7.
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Manage sales rep visit actions
Use the [ Field visit rules ] lookup to set up the list of activities that must be completed during a visit.

To add an action:

Add a presentation to a visit
The “Presentation“ visit action requires additional setup, so that the sales reps have full access to the
presentation materials during the visit.

To add a presentation, create a new record in the [ Knowledge base ] section and add a PowerPoint presentation
(*.pptx) or PDF file on its [ Attachments ] detail. Then, link the article to the “Presentation” visit action. As a result,
your sales reps will be able to show the attached presentation from their mobile device during visits.

If several rules can be applied to a sales outlet, Creatio will let you choose which rule to use.

Click  to open the System Designer.1.

Go to the [ System setup ] block → click [ Lookups ].2.

Click the [ Field sales rules ] lookup.3.

Select a rule and click  (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Opening a rule for editing

4.

On the rule page, expand the [ Actions during visit ] detail and click [ + ].5.

Populate the columns of the new record:6.

Select the visit action type: “Check-in“, “Check-out” “Presentation,“ etc.a.

Use the [ Actions priority order ] column, to set up a sequence of sales rep activities. For example, if the
action is the first in the “to-do” list, enter “1“.

b.

Select the [ Required ] checkbox for the actions that should not be skipped during a visit.
The sales rep will not be able to complete the visit until all the required actions are performed.

c.

Click  to save the visit action.7.

Similarly, add the rest of the visit actions.

As a result, when you drag a sales outlet and drop it into the calendar in the [ Visit scheduling ] view of the
[ Activities ] section, the [ Visit actions ] detail of the visit will be populated automatically. The list of actions on
the detail will correspond to the list of actions set up in the lookup for the corresponding visit rule.

8.
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Note. In addition to PowerPoint presentations, you can add other types of documents to the knowledge
base article. In this case, when performing the “Presentation“ action, this document will be opened using
the default applications for that file type on the mobile device.

To add a presentation:

Set up a list of promoted products
When monitoring SKUs, a sales rep should be able to view only SKUs promoted for the current customer. This is
done by setting up individual lists of promoted SKUs for each customer account. You can do this in one of the
following ways:

As a result, the connection between promoted products and accounts will be set. When performing the [ SKU
monitoring ] action, a sales rep will see only the SKUs promoted via this account.

The full product catalog is still available when the sales rep places an order during a visit. Thus, if a customer
shows interest in products that are not promoted, they can still be added to the order.

Set up partner program parameters

Click  to open the System Designer.1.

Go to the [ System setup ] block → click [ Lookups ].2.

Click the [ Field sales rules ] lookup.3.

Open the needed rule and go to the [ Actions during visit ] detail.4.

Select the “Presentation” record and click .5.

On the displayed page, expand the [ Presentation ] detail and click .6.

In the displayed string, click  in the field.7.

In the displayed lookup, select a knowledge base article with an attached presentation.8.

If necessary, add other knowledge base articles with attachments.

As a result, when a sales rep performs the [ Presentation ] visit action, the PowerPoint presentation (or any
other document) attached to the knowledge base article will open on their mobile device. If several
presentations and materials have been attached, they will be available on the [ Attachments and notes ] detail
of the visit.

Also, all visits planned in the calendar (the [ Visit scheduling ] view of the [ Activities ] section), will have links to
the knowledge base articles specified on the [ Attachments and notes ] detail.

9.

Add all accounts where a product must be promoted on the [ Accounts ] detail of the product page. The
information about SKUs will be automatically added to the [ Products ] detail of the account page after you
save the product page.

Add the promoted products to the [ Products ] detail of the account page of the account where the products
must be promoted. The information about accounts will be added to the [ Accounts ] detail of the product
page.
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PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

Creatio comes with a set of tools for configuring partner programs, such as special lookups with pre-set
partnership parameters. You will need to examine these pre-set parameters and modify them to suit your
specifics. You can also come up with your own partnership parameters and add them to Creatio lookups.

To set up custom partnership parameters, populate the [ Type of partner ], [ Level of partner ], [ Level
partnership parameters ], and [ Category of partnership parameter ] lookups accordingly.

Attention. When you edit the content of lookups, do not delete base content. Otherwise, essential
functionality failure may occur.

Type of partner is the type of your company and your partner company’s cooperation. The [ Type of
partner ] lookup contains the following default types: “Reseller,” “Consultant,” “Reference,” and “Integrator.”
If you work with partners of other types, you must add these types to the this lookup.

1.

[ Level of partner ] is the tier for each type of partner, as well as the target number of points needed to
reach that tier. The partners get their points for reaching the performance indicators specified in the
[ Category of partnership parameter ] lookup. When a partner collects the target number of points, they get
to the next tier, and their collected points reset. For example, a “Reseller” partner has three tiers: bronze,
silver, and platinum.

2.

[ Category of partnership parameter ] is a lookup with a list of parameters to evaluate the performance
of a partner. This can be the number of leads, the sum of opportunities, the number of certified experts, the
marketing budget, and so on.

3.

[ Level partnership parameters ] is a lookup that is used to make the rules and conditions of a
partnership for each individual tier of the partner program. It uses the values of all lookups specified above.

In Fig. 1 , you can see an example of partnership conditions for a “Bronze” reseller. In this example:

4.

The “Leads number” and “Opportunity amount” parameters are required for a partner to reach the Bronze
level. Parameter type – “Obligation.”

a.

The “Margin” parameter type is the reward of the partner. As soon as the partner reaches the Bronze
level, they will have a 10% discount. Parameter type – “Benefit.”

b.

The “Price list” parameter determines special prices for partners of a specific level. Parameter type –
“Benefit.”

c.

The “Marketing funds” parameter determines the percentage of the opportunity sum that will be paid to the
partner marketing funds when a partner closes the opportunity with the “Closed won” status. Parameter
type – “Benefit”.

For example, by closing opportunities with the total sum of 100,000 and registering 10 leads, the partner
will get 80 points for fulfilling the criteria of each of the parameters. As a result, they will get the Bronze
level and a 10% discount. 1% of each successful opportunity will be credited to the marketing funds.

Fig. 1 Partnership parameters for a Bronze-tier reseller.

d.
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As a result, the partnership program will be based on the values specified in the lookups.  Learn more about
setting up a partnership program in the “Example of setting up a partner program” article.

Create an invoice
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE  SALES COMMERCE

In Creatio, you can add and issue invoices. Invoices contain information about the customer, supplier, connected
contract as well as the products in the order, the order amount, and the payment conditions. Aside from creating
an invoice manually, you can automatically add an invoice based on an order - both for all its products in general,
and for specific steps of the installment plan based on payment.

Use the [ Invoices ] section to work with invoices. The section supports the following quick filters:

Create an invoice from the [Invoices] section

By invoice issue date (the [ Date ] field of the invoice page).

By owner (the [ Owner ] field of the invoice page).

Open the [ Invoices ] section.1.

Click [ New invoice ].
As a result, a page with the invoice number will open. The number is generated in accordance with the “Invoice
number mask” system setting  (InvoiceCodeMask).

2.

Specify the customer to whom the invoice is issued in the [ Customer ] required field. In the field, you can
select a value from the existing contacts and accounts.

3.

The [ Customer details ] field becomes available if the customer account is selected on the invoice page. If the
selected company has only one record on this detail, then the [ Banking details ] field will be automatically filled
in with that data.

4.

In the [ Supplier ] field, specify the company that is the source of the invoice.5.

The [ Amount ] field value features the total cost of the ordered products calculated automatically. The field is
editable if the [ Products ] details has no records. The amount can be specified in any currency.

6.

On the [ Payment ] detail, specify the order payment status, either planned or actual.7.

Add other records relevant to the record on the [ Connected to ] detail.8.

Select the [ Owner ] checkbox in the [ Reminders ] detail to create a reminder for the owner of the invoice. The9.
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Issue an invoice based on an order
To create an invoice based on an order:

As a result, the page with the invoice created based on the order will open. The fields will be populated using the
order data like this:

reminder will be displayed on the communication panel when the specified point in time is reached.

Add the list of goods and services included in the order on the [ Products ] detail. There are several methods
of doing this:

10.

Click  to open the product selection page.a.

Click [ Add ] in the detail action menu.

If necessary, add a discount on specific products in the [ Discount,% ] field. Learn more in the “Add
products to an invoice or an order” article.

b.

If you need to agree and approve an invoice (e.g., approve invoice amount with managers), use Creatio
approvals. To do this, use the [ Send for approval ] action on the invoice page. As a result, a page will open.
Use it to select an employee to send the invoice to and define other approval parameters.
More information about this feature is available in the “Approvals” article.

11.

Go to the [ Orders ] section and open the required record.1.

Select the [ New invoice based on this order ] action from the [ Actions ] menu (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Adding contract based on order

2.

The [ Products ] detail is filled with all products from the corresponding detail of the order.1.

The [ Customer ] and [ Owner ] fields are filled in with the values from the corresponding fields from the order
page.

2.

The [ Amount ], [ Amount, base currency ] values of the invoice page are calculated as the total cost of the
products.

3.

The number of the connected order is displayed in the [ Order ] field.

Also, the invoice number is generated automatically on the contract page according to the “Invoice number
mask” system setting (InvoiceCodeMask). The [ Start date ] field is filled in with the current date, the
[ Payment status ] field will contain “Draft” and the [ Supplier ] field is filled in with the "Our company" account

4.
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Issue an invoice based on a payment in the order
Add an invoice automatically based on any step of the order installment plan with the “Payment“ type in Creatio.
To do this:

Fig. 2 Opening the invoice page

An invoice page that was added based on the data from the installment plan step is filled in automatically with the
following data from the order page:

type.

Go to the [ Orders ] section and open the required record with the populated [ Installment plan ] detail.

Note. Learn more about creating an order installment plan in the “Add an order installment plan” article.

1.

Click the [ Order details ] tab.2.

Select the needed step with the “Payment“ type and click  in the [ Invoice ] column.
In the opened lookup window, issue a new invoice for an installment plan step (Fig. 1) or bind an installment
plan step to an existing connected invoice.

Fig. 1 Adding an invoice

After adding an invoice, a link with the invoice number will be displayed in the detail list. Click the link to open
the invoice page (Fig. 2).

3.

If you add products to an installment plan step, they will be automatically added to the [ Products ] detail of
the corresponding invoice.

1.
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Corporate sale process
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

Use the best practices and increase your chances to successfully close the deal by following the corporate sale
process steps.

Processing an opportunity by the corporate sale process suggests handling an opportunity by stages, starting
with qualification. This may lead to creating activities and opening additional pages in Creatio. As these activities
are completed, their results influence the process flow.

Process specifics:

You can view detailed information on the process steps in the process library.

Run corporate sale process
There are several convenient ways for you to start the corporate sales process. For example, If you start
working with a new opportunity, we recommend that you run the process from the side panel or from it the
command line. In this a case, the opportunity will be created while running the process. If you manually created
an opportunity earlier, and now wish to continue working with it, use the corresponding command on the
opportunity page.

The value in the [ Amount ] field on the invoice page can be calculated in two ways:2.

If the products were not added at the corresponding step, the [ Amount ] field of the invoice page will be
populated with the corresponding value from the [ Expected amount ] field from the installment plan step.

a.

If the products were not added at the corresponding step, the [ Amount ] field of the invoice page will be
calculated as the total cost of the selected products.

b.

The [ Customer ] and [ Owner ] fields are filled in with the values from the corresponding fields from the order
page.

3.

The number of the connected order is displayed in the [ Order ] field.

Also, the invoice number is generated automatically on the contract page according to the pre-configured
mask. The [ Start date ] field is filled in with the current date, the [ Payment status ] field will contain “Draft”
and the [ Supplier ] field is filled in with the "Our company" account type.

4.

All activities are displayed on the action panel at the top of the opportunity page. The responsible employee
receives notifications in the notification center and can see the activities in their calendar.

You can perform a task directly in the action panel via the mini pages or by opening the task page.

You can go from one process stage to another in the order that is convenient for you. Each stage can be
performed as many times as required to manage an opportunity.

When you advance an opportunity through stages, all uncompleted tasks of the previous stage will be
canceled, while the current stage will create the needed activities regardless of whether the opportunity has
already gone though this stage or not.

Once you advance the opportunity to the final stage, you will not be able to come back to previous stages.
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Run a process from the side panel

Run a process from the command line
To start a process:

As a result, the corporate sales process will start from the qualification stage. The new opportunity page will
open with a prompt to fill in its data fields.

Run corporate sale process from the opportunity page

In the  button menu, select the [ Start process ] action (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Running a process from the side panel

1.

In the opened window, select the "Corporate sale" process and click the [ Start ] button.

As a result, the corporate sales process will start. The new opportunity page will open with a prompt to fill in in
its data fields.

2.

Type in the “Run process” command in the command line and then continue by typing in the name of the
process – “Corporate sale” (Fig. 1).

1.

Press [ Enter ] on the keyboard.

Fig. 1 Running a process from the command line

2.

Open the page of the opportunity you wish to start the corporate sales process by.1.
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As a result the corporate sales process will be started from the stage on which the opportunity currently is.

Run a process automatically
The corporate sales process can be started automatically when a lead is transferred to the "Awaiting sale" stage.
To make this happen, enable the “Run opportunity process” (StartOppBusinessProcess) system setting.

Stages of the corporate sale process

Qualification
Qualification is the first stage in the corporate sale process.

At this stage, you need to analyze and specify the customer need, assign an owner and enter all available
information on the opportunity.

Stage goal
The goal of this stage is to make sure that the customer has allocated a budget, that the need is well defined, the
owners assigned and that there is a scheduled time to make a decision. Adjust the date and the time of
presentation.

What happens in Creatio
The opportunity page opens and the following activities are created:

In the [ Actions ] button menu, select the [ Run corporate sales process ] command (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Starting a process from the opportunity page

2.

Populate the BANT data: Budget, Authority, Need, Timeframe.

Specify the decision maker.

For your sales tactics and correct it as you proceed with the opportunity.
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Next stage
The opportunity advances to the presentation stage.

Presentation
At this stage you present your company and products to the customer.

Stage goal
Make your customer interested in the presentation of your company and the products you offer. Populate
information about the results.

What happens in Creatio
A “presentation” activity is created.

Next stage
The opportunity advances to the “proposal” stage.

Proposal
At this stage, you prepare a commercial offer meeting the needs of the customer.

Stage goal
Work out a commercial offer that would satisfy the customer need and advance the opportunity to contracting.

Contact the client, assess the needs, coordinate the date and time of the presentation.

Prepare presentation.

We highly recommend getting ready for the presentation – you can select a presentation from the knowledge
base and add some relevant examples to your customer. Think about possible answers to customer
questions.

Learn who will be present at the presentation from the customer side and study information on potential
competitors.

Upon the presentation, contact the customer and clarify the remaining questions if any.

Populate the meeting data on the opportunity page as you receive more information.

Adjust the date and time of presenting the offer.

Prepare the commercial offer in accordance with the data received at the presentation stage and during
customer communication. Approve the offer inside the company.

Make a presentation of commercial offer.

Contact the client to discuss and mutually agree on the sales conditions.

When the customer accepts the offer, proceed to contracting.
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What happens in Creatio
The following activities are created:

Next stage
The opportunity advances to the contracting stage.

Contracting
At this stage, pass the contract over to the customer and discuss additional details and conditions. After
agreements are reached and the documents are ready, sign the contract with the client.

Stage goal
Approve and sign the contract with the client.

What happens in Creatio
The following activities are created:

After you perform the last task, the process terminates and the opportunity advances to the “Closed won”
stage. At this point, you cannot change the opportunity stage any more.

Result
If the stage was successfully completed, the opportunity will have a “Closed won” status.

Process termination
The final stage is an important component of any sale, as at this stage you can determine the real amount of
income and number of hours spent on the sale. Detailed information on the opportunity enables providing
analytics of the won/lost opportunities and planning the sales department activity more effectively.

You can complete the corporate sales process at any stage. To do this, select one of the final stages:

Present the proposal.

Contact the client to obtain comments and approval of the proposal.

Prepare and approve the contract within the company.

Send the contract to the client.

Contact the client to clarify the contract status and the date to receive comments.

Approve and sign the contract with the client.

Select ”Closed won” if the opportunity was completed successfully. For example, when you signed a
contract with the customer. Check if the information on the opportunity page is up to date, create an order
and schedule the activities related to the customer. The responsible manager will receive a notification about
the successful sale.

Select ”Closed lost” if the opportunity was not completed successfully. The responsible manager will receive
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Note. You can determine the list of final stages in the [ Opportunity stages ] lookup.

Manage project resources and budget
PRODUCTS: SALES CREATIO

Add a resource
Project resources are employees or roles required to complete the project.

To add a resource:

As a result, a new resource will be added to the plan record page.

a notification about the unsuccessful sale.

Go to the [ Projects ] section and open the needed record.1.

Click  in the [ List of resources ] detail on the [ General information ] tab.

Project The name of the current project. This is a non-editable field.

Name Resource name. For example, an employee's name or role in the project:
“Analyst,” “Developer,” or “Designer.” The field is required.

Contact A Creatio contact who will work with the project. The field is required.

Expected
working
time, h

Employee's planned working hours within the project. The field is non-editable and is
calculated by the system automatically as a sum of all planned working hours of the
project tasks within the project. Planned working time for the project task is stored on
the [ Resources ] detail.

Actual
working
time, h

The number of hours actually spent on the project by the employee. This is a non-
editable field. The [ Calculate actual working time ] action automatically calculates the
value for this field.

Wage The prime cost of the resource for the company. The field is filled in automatically if the
external fee specified on the [ Wages ] detail for the selected contact is valid at the
project start date.

External
fee

Cost of employee's work for the customer. The field is filled in automatically if an external
fee, valid at the project start date, is specified on the [ External fees ] detail for the
selected contact.

2.

Click [ Save ].3.
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Add a cash flow
Keep a record of the project financial operations using the [ Cash flows ] detail on the [ Financial indicators ] tab

To add a new cashflow:

As a result, a new cash flow operation will be added to the plan record page.

Calculate financial indicators 
The project’s financial information is based on the data from the [ Cash flows ] and the [ List of resources ]
details. When calculating the financial indicators, Creatio includes the rates from the project tasks’ [ Resources ]
details and the project’s [ List of resources ] detail.

To calculate:

As a result, the following financial indicators will be calculated:

Go to the [ Projects ] section and open the needed record.1.

Click  in the [ Cash flows ] detail on the [ Financial indicators ] tab.

Number Operation sequence number. This is an automatically populated non-editable field.

Type Type of the cash flow, for example, “Inflow” or “Outflow”. The field is required.

Date Planned or actual cash flow date.

Purpose Cash flow purpose.

Amount,
base
currency

Total cash flow amount in the base currency. The field is populated by the user in the
currency in which the operation was performed and is automatically recalculated taking
into account the exchange rates.

Project Name of the project the operation is related to. This is a non-editable field.

Status Operation status – “Budget,” “Completed” or “Canceled.” The field is required.

Category Cash flow category, for example, “Compensation of expenses” or “General expenses.”

2.

Click [ Save ].3.

Go to the [ Projects ] section and open the needed record.1.

On the [ Cash flows ] detail on the [ Financial indicators ] tab, click .2.
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Revenue

Expected Expected revenue amount of the project. The calculation is done based on
cash flows of the “Inflow” type that have the “Budgeted” status.

Actual Actual revenue amount of the project. The calculation is done based on
cash flows of the “Inflow” type that have the “Performed” status.

Total
outflow

Expected Expected outflow amount of the project. The calculation is done based on
cash flows of the “Inflow” type that have the “Budgeted” status.

Actual Actual outflow amount of the project. The calculation is done based on cash
flows of the “Outflow” type that have the “Budgeted” status.

Total cost

Plan The expected estimated cost of the project for the customer. The value is
calculated as a sum of products of expected working time and external fees
for the project participants.

Actual The actual estimated cost of the project for the customer. The value is
calculated as a sum of products of actual working time and external fees
for the project participants.

Prime
cost

Plan The expected estimated cost of the project for the company. The value is
calculated as a sum of products of expected working time and wages for
the project participants.

Actual The actual estimated cost of the project for the company. The value is
calculated as a sum of products of actual working time and wages for the
project participants.

Margin

Plan The expected financial result of the project. The value is calculated by
subtracting the expected outflows and prime cost from the project's
expected revenue.

Actual The actual financial result of the project. The value is calculated by
subtracting the actual outflows and prime cost from the project's actual
revenue.

Margin,
%

Plan Percentage of expected margin to expected revenues of the project.

Actual Percentage of actual margin to actual revenues of the project.

Deviation Deviation of the obtained values from the planned values. The value is calculated as a
difference between actual and expected values, for example, between actual and expected

revenues.

Deviation,
%

Percentage of deviation from the expected value.
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Manage prices
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE  SALES COMMERCE

Note. The feature is only available for Creatio Sales, enterprise edition and Creatio Sales, commerce edition.

Use price lists to manage prices for different customer categories. You can include a product in multiple price
lists. When issuing orders, use either the universal “base” price list or a price list that is specific for the customer
or affiliate.

Personal price lists are specified in the customer’s account profile.

Note. For more information on using personal price lists in affiliate orders, see the “Special conditions of
partner cooperation” article.

When issuing an order, Creatio pulls the price from the customer’s personal price list, if the corresponding price
list is available. If the product price is not found in the customer’s personal price lists, Creatio pulls the price from
the base price list (specified in the “Base price list” system, setting). If the base price list is not set, Creatio pulls
the product price from the product page.

Create a personal price list
Use the [ Price lists ] lookup to manage your price lists. The prices for different price lists are specified in the
[ Prices ] detail of the [ Prices and availability ] tab on the product page.

Click  in the main Creatio application. The System Designer will open.1.

Click the [ Lookups ] link in the [ System setup ] block.2.

Open the [ Price lists ] lookup → click [ Add ]. Enter the price list name, e.g., “VIP Affiliates.”3.

Open the [ Products ] section. Open a product page.4.

Go to the [ Prices and availability ] tab → [ Prices ] → . The [ Product price ] page opens.5.

Select the price list in the [ Price list ] field.6.

Specify the product price for the selected price list in the [ Price ] field.7.

Click [ Save ].

As a result, the name of the new price list will be added to the [ Prices ] detail (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Price list displayed on a product page

8.
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Add the [Price list] field to the account page
By default, the [ Price list ] field is hidden on the account page. You can add this field via the Section Wizard, for
example, to the record profile (Fig. 1).

See the “Set up page fields” article for more about adding fields to pages, based on existing section columns.

Fig. 1 The [ Price list ] field displayed on the account page
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Select a personal price list on the account page

Manage access to forecasts
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

Manage Creatio forecasts in the [ Forecasts ] section.

Open the [ Accounts ] section.1.

Select an account and open the account page.2.

Populate the [ Price list ] field by selecting the new personal price list and click [ Save ].

Note. By default, the [ Price list ] field is hidden on the account page. Use the Section Wizard to add the
field to the record page of the [ Accounts ] section.

As a result, every time the account orders a product from the personal price list, Creatio will pull the product
price from that price list.

3.
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Set up permissions to the section data by setting up permissions to the “Forecast” and “ForecastSheet” objects.

Creatio generates individual system objects for the forecast by a dimension automatically. For example,
“ContactForecast,” “AccountForecast,” “ProductForecast” for contact, account, product dimension,
respectively. These objects inherit permissions from the “ForecastRow” object.
As such, to ensure the correct operation of the forecast, configure permissions to operations and forecast rows,
e. g., add new rows, edit cells, etc., in the “ForecastRow” object.

Learn more: Object operation permissions.

You can set up permissions to forecasts and separate records within them, as well as permissions to calculate
forecasts.

Example. Only sales associates and their superiors must be able to access the configured forecast. Only
the sales department managers must be able to access individual forecast records.

Set up the forecast permissions
To enable only sales associates and their superiors to access the configured forecast, assign the access
permissions for the forecast tab. To do this:

Set up permissions to a forecast record
To enable only the sales department managers to access individual forecast records, restrict the access
permissions of sales associates. To do this:

Go to the [ Forecasts ] section and open the needed forecast tab.1.

Click  → [ Set up access rights ]. This will open a new page.2.

Set up access permissions to the forecast on the page.3.

Click [ New ] and select the “Read access right” option in the menu. This will open a selection box. Select
the “Sales Department” role in the box.

a.

Grant the read, edit, and delete permissions to the superiors of the sales associates in a similar way.b.

Save the changes. As a result, only the sales department employees will be able to view the forecast.4.

Go to the [ Forecasts ] section and open the needed forecast tab.1.

Select the record whose permissions to set up.2.

Hover over the record and click the  button (Fig. 1). This will open a new page.

Fig. 1 Select a record whose permissions to set up

3.
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Set up permission to calculate a forecast
Set up permission to calculate a forecast in the “Can Calculate Forecast” (the “CanCalculateForecast” code)
system operation. By default, any user in the “All employees” role can run this operation, but you can restrict it

Click [ New ] and select the “Read access right”, “Edit access right”, or “Delete access right” option in the
menu (Fig. 2) on the page. This will open a selection box. Learn more: Object operation permissions.

Fig. 2 Set up the record access permissions

4.

Select the “Sales Department. Head Office” role in the box. You can also grant permissions to this record to
individual users.

5.

Click [ Save ]. As a result, only the sales department managers will be able to view, edit, or delete the record.6.
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to specific employees. For example, only the managers of the sales and finance departments. Learn more about
managing system operation permissions in a separate article: System operation permissions.

Plan visits
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

Create sales rep visits in the [ Visit scheduling ] view of the [ Activities ] section.

The [ Visit scheduling ] view has the following functional areas:

Plan visits automatically
The Field Sales for Creatio app utilizes cyclic task features to implement automatic visit scheduling. A cyclic task is
an activity that includes several visits to sales outlets during a specified time frame. Use the [ Cyclic tasks ]
section to create such activities. One cyclic task may schedule multiple visits over a certain period.

Note. The [ Cyclic tasks ] section becomes available after installing the “Field Sales for Creatio”.

I. Create a cyclic task:

List of accounts. The area displays the list of locations (e.g., sales outlets) with scheduled visits. The list
includes only the accounts that have the same owner specified as the one that is selected in the calendar. You
can filter the records in the accounts list by selecting the [ Apply filter ] option from the  button menu.

1.

Sales rep's calendar. The calendar in the [ Visit scheduling ] view is similar to the standard user calendar.
The titles of days in the calendar contain additional buttons that allow the user to build the sales rep's daily
route.

2.

Route map. The map that displays the sales reps’ daily route.3.

Go to the [ Cyclic tasks ] section.1.

Click the [ New task ] button.2.

On the displayed page, populate the required fields: specify the name of the cyclic task, the start and the end
dates, and the owner. The owner must be a contact for which the system user is created.

3.

On the [ General information ] tab:4.

Click  in the [ Visit categories ] detail to add a new visit category record.a.

Specify the name of the category in the [ Name ] field.b.

In the [ Quantity ] field, specify the total number of visits you want to schedule for the selected time frame.
The [ Days between visits ] and the [ Visits frequency per month ] field values are populated automatically.
If you change the values in either one of the [ Quantity ], [ Days between visits ] and the [ Visits frequency
per month ] fields, the values in the other two fields will be automatically recalculated based on the total
task execution period.

c.

Select the lookup value in the [ Visit rule ] field to specify the rule according to which the visit will be
performed. Visit rules determine the actions that the sales rep is expected to perform during the visit. Use

d.
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II. Create visits from a cyclic task
After adding a cyclic task, proceed to schedule visits. To do this:

the [ Field visit rules ] lookup to set up custom visit rules, if needed.

Add the accounts of the “Sales outlet” and “Retail chain” types to the [ Accounts ] detail. Creatio will be
scheduling visits to these accounts.

e.

Save the cyclic task.

Note. We recommend planning your visits quarterly to analyze product promotion results correctly.

5.

Open the cyclic task created on the previous step and use the [ Calculate available visits ] command of the
[ Actions ] menu on the cyclic task page to calculate available visit slots. As a result, Creatio will populate the
[ Available quantity of visits ] field of the cyclic task page (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Available visit quantity

1.

When the calculation is finished, the [ Schedule visits ] action will become available on the cyclic task page
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 The [ Schedule visits ] action

2.
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How the automatic visit scheduling works
When scheduling visits, Creatio performs the following actions:

Plan visits manually
Before scheduling visits, make sure that the rule that applies to the visit corresponds to the needed period. If
several field rules apply to one visit, Creatio will let you choose which rule to apply to that visit. Learn more in the
“Set up rules and actions of a field meeting” article.

To schedule a visit:

Run the [ Schedule visits ] action to start the process of automatic visit scheduling in accordance with the
configured parameters and the sales rep’s calendar.

You will receive a notification when the visits have been scheduled. The [ Quantity of scheduled visits ] field will
display the number of scheduled visits. The visit activities will appear on the [ Activity ] detail of the
corresponding accounts.

3.

Determines the route starting point. The current location of a sales rep responsible for the visit can be a
starting point. The location is determined based on the information from the [ Addresses ] detail of the
corresponding contact page. If the contact’s address is not specified, the system will use the address from
the connected account page.

1.

Determines the sales outlet closest to the starting point. The optimal car route is determined within the 200
km radius.

2.

Checks the working hours of the sales rep and sales outlet.

Note. When checking the working hours, Creatio analyzes the calendar of the sales rep employee.
More information about setting up a contact’s calendar is available in the “Configure a personal calendar
for a contact” article. The calendar specified in the “Base calendar” system setting determines the
business hours of the outlets.

3.

Creatio creates the first visit.
If the visit time is outside of the working hours, Creatio will look for the next closest location. The procedure
repeats until all visits have been scheduled.

4.

In the [ Activities ] section, select the [ Visit scheduling ] view (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Selecting the [ Visit scheduling ] view

1.

Use the filters in the calendar area to select the period and a sales rep employee.2.

Select an outlet to schedule a visit to in the list of accounts to the left,  then drag it and drop into the needed
time in the calendar (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Adding a visit to the calendar

3.
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You can also schedule a visit of sales rep in the [ Calendar ] view of the [ Activities ] section. Click [ Add action ]
→ “Visit” on the toolbar to schedule a visit (Fig. 3). This method of scheduling a visit requires populating the
[ Contact ] or [ Account ] field on the visit page. If both fields are blank, you will not be able to save the record.

Fig. 3  Adding a visit in the [ Activities ] section list

As a result, Creatio will add a new “Visit“ activity. The primary contact of the account will be specified as the
contact of the visit. The list of actions will be added to the visit according to the corresponding visit rule. Creatio
sets the duration of the visit will according to the corresponding visit rule. If necessary, you can change the visit
duration manually.

Note. After adding all visit activities of a sales rep on the calendar, use the map to view the changes in the
sales rep's route for each day. Canceled visits are not taken into account when building a route.

A manually created visit will be automatically mapped to a cyclic task if the following parameters match:

visit time frame

promoted product
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If the above parameters of a visit correspond to those of a cyclic task, the [ Cyclic task ] field on the [ General
Information ] tab of the visit page will be populated with that cyclic task, and the cyclic task will treat the manually
scheduled visit as if it was scheduled automatically (will not schedule duplicate visits, etc.).

Build a route for a sales rep
Build sales rep routes on the map for more efficient visit scheduling. Creatio uses the timing of visits and the
locations of the sales outlets to automatically chart routes that the sales reps should take.

The sales outlet is displayed on the map based on the GPS coordinates specified on the account page. If an
account has several addresses, Creatio will use the address marked as “primary”, regardless of the address
type. You can view the address of an outlet on the map and the title of the corresponding visit by clicking the
marker of the visit.

When all the visits are added to the map, build a route. To do so:

Fig. 1 Building a route for a sales rep

As a result, the map will display the route between the visit locations for the selected day. The order of visits on
the map will correspond to their order in the schedule.

The  button in the day title will change its color. The button color will correspond to the color of the route on the
map. The route color is different for each day.

You can view routes for several days by clicking  for multiple dates.

Note. On the map, the point that the route starts from is your current location (your browser will need
permission to share your current location). If your browser privacy settings do not permit sharing location,
the first point of the route is the value specified in the “Default city for employees“ system setting.

Set up special conditions of partner
cooperation
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

When working with partner orders, you can use either the general or personal price lists for different partner
categories. We recommend setting up personal price lists if you need to take into consideration special conditions
of cooperation with your partner. Learn more about price list types and setup in the “Creatio price lists” article.

When working with a partner order, the price is determined as follows:

outlet

Click the corresponding  button that is located next to the date in the calendar (Fig. 1).
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To set up price lists, do the following in the main Creatio application:

Sales pipeline
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

Sales pipeline helps you analyze the deals to timely detect the bottlenecks in the sales department operation
and react accordingly. You can estimate the conversion rate between stages, pipeline completeness, and
compare pipelines of individual managers or sales teams.

Set up the sales pipeline
By default, the pipeline displays the following stages:

Note. By default, the “Canceled lost” stage is not displayed in the sales pipeline.

You can include certain stages in or exclude them from your pipeline. Set up the way the stages are displayed in
the [ Opportunity stages ] lookup. The [ Number ] field in the [ Opportunity stages ] lookup determines the stage

Creatio checks whether any personal price list is specified for the partner account and uses the price from
that price list. A personal price list is specified on the page of the partner account.

If the partner has no no personal price or such price list does not contain prices for the ordered products, the
order will use the price from the price list specified on the [ Partnership parameters ] detail of the active
partnership. You can specify this price list in the [ Level partnership parameters ] lookup when finalizing the
partnership conditions. More information on setting up the partnership parameters is available in the “Set up
partner program parameters” article.

If none of the above price lists are provided, then the price from the “Base price list” system setting is used.

If the base price list is not set, the order will use the price specified on the product page.

Create a price list with a special product price. To do this, use the [ Price lists ] lookup and the [ Prices ] detail
on a product page.

1.

Add a [ Price list ] field on the partner account page. To add a new field (column), use the Section Wizard tool
in the [ Accounts ] section.

2.

Specify the personal price list on the pages of the corresponding partners.

You can learn more about setting up personal price lists in the “Creatio price lists” article.

As a result, each time a product with a special price is added to the order of the selected partner account,
such price will be taken from the personal price list specified on the partner account page.

3.

Qualification.1.

Presentation.2.

Proposal.3.

Contracting.4.

Closed won.5.
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order. Learn more: Set up opportunity stages.

To set up the display of opportunity stages in the pipeline:

Read the sales pipeline
To open the sales pipeline:

Select the pipeline slice you need to analyze:

Compare the sales pipelines
The [ Pipelines comparison ] tab displays two dashboard components: “Sales pipeline – filter” and “Sales pipeline
by company.” The “Sales pipeline – filter” involves filters settings, whereas the “Sales pipeline by company“ does
not. You can additionally set up a filter by period for each of these pipelines.

Open the System Designer by clicking .1.

Open the [ Lookups ] section.2.

In the “Opportunities” lookup folder, open the [ Opportunity stages ] lookup.3.

For the opportunity stage to be displayed in the sales pipeline, select the [ Y ] checkbox in the [ Display in
pipeline ] column. To exclude a stage from the sales pipeline, leave this checkbox unselected.

4.

Save the changes.5.

Open the [ Dashboards ] view in the [ Opportunities ] section by clicking .1.

Go to the [ Sales pipeline ] tab or the [ Compare pipelines ] tab.

On the [ Sales pipeline ] tab, you can see the analytics about distribution of opportunities by stages.

The diagram element's height corresponds to the number of opportunities with an up-to-date status.
Opportunities with “Closed lost,” “Closed won,” “Closed rejected,” and “Closed rerouted” statuses are not
taken into account.

2.

The number of opportunities displays how opportunities that started during the specified time period are
grouped by stages by the end of that period. For example, the “Qualifications” displays the number of
opportunities, which have the “Qualification” stage specified on the [ Stages ] detail, and this opportunity falls
within the selected time period.

Stage conversion rate displays the percentage of opportunities that moved from one stage to another
stage during the specified time period. The diagram displays all opportunities that have records for the
selected period on their [ Stages ] detail. The value of the conversion rate is calculated as the ratio of the
current stage to the previous one. For example, on the “Presentation” stage, the number of sales in the
pipeline is 10. The stage conversion is 100% The number of sales on the “Proposal” stage is 4. The stage
conversion rate is calculated as the ratio of the “Proposal” stage to the “Presentation” stage multiplied by
100%. In our example, the “Proposal” stage conversion rate is 40%.

To the first stage — the diagram shows the percentage of leads that moved to the “Qualification” stage.
The sales percentage on the “Qualification” stage is always at 100%. For example, on the “Qualification” stage,
the number of sales is 10. At the “Presentation” stage the number of sales is 5. The stage conversion rate of
the “Presentation” stage is calculated as the ratio of the “Presentation” stage to the “Qualification” stage
multiplied by 100. In our example, the “Presentation” stage conversion rate is 50%.
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Add an order installment plan
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE  SALES COMMERCE

Creatio enables you to add an individual installment plan on the [ Order details ]

You can populate the installment plan either manually or automatically, based on the previously added template.
For example, if your company uses a product delivery scheme of 50% prepayment from the cost of the products
in the order, you can set the corresponding template of the installment plan and use it on the order page.

Populate the installment plan
Arrange the delivery and payment of goods at the stage of order processing. To do this:

Use the installment plan templates
You can populate the [ Installment plan ] detail of the order page automatically based on the previously added
template. There is a possibility to use a certain template by default or select one from the pre-set templates.

Note. It is recommended to populate the installment plan for the orders with the formed list of products
and services on the [ Products ] detail.

Open the corresponding order page, go to the [ Order details ] tab.1.

On the [ Installment plan ] detail, click  and select [ Add process step ].2.

Populate each installment plan step:3.

[ Type ] – “Delivery” or “Payment.”a.

[ Name ] – specify the step name, for example, “Prepaid” or “Full delivery.”b.

[ Deferment (days) ] – specify the number of days to calculate the obligation due date, starting from the
date of the previous entry.

c.

[ Products ] – specify products to pay or deliver during this step. Click the link to open the product
distribution window where you can edit the list of products for the current step.

d.

[ % ] – specify the expected delivery or payment amount in percentage.e.

[ Invoice ] – select or add an invoice connected with the current step of the installment plan. The field is
editable when the “Payment” step is selected.

f.

Click  to save the step values.

The value of the [ Due date ] field is calculated automatically depending on the previous entry date and the
number of deferment days.  The value of the [ Expected amount ] field is calculated as the amount of the
remaining balance for payments and deliveries within the order.

Set the actual dates and amounts as the order progresses. If you change the timeframe of an existing step,
all timeframes of the subordinate steps will be recalculated automatically. Creatio will help calculate the
expected amount within the entry as a remaining balance of the order payments and deliveries.

4.
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Set a template for the installment plan
Use the [ Installment plan templates ] lookup to set the installment plan template.

Case. For example, set up a template for a three-step installment plan:

50% prepayment1.

Complete delivery of all items within 5 days2.

Payment of the remaining 50% on the next day after delivery.3.

Open the System Designer by clicking  in the top right corner of the application window.1.

Go to the [ System setup ] block –> click [ Lookups ].

Note. You can set up access rights to this action using the [ Access to “Lookups“ section ] system
operation.

2.

Select the [ Installment plan templates ] lookup and click the [ Open content ] button.3.

On the opened page, click the [ Add ] button.4.

Specify the caption of the new template, for example, “50% prepayment”.5.

Click the  button of the [ Installment plan template steps ] detail.

Note. The editable list is used on the [ Installment plan template steps ] detail.

6.

Specify the parameters of the first step:7.

Specify the “Payment“ step type.a.

Specify the step caption, for example, “Prepaid“.b.

Select the “Fixed date“ deferment type.c.

Specify the payment of 50% of the total cost.d.

Save the changes by clicking the  button.e.

Add the second “Full delivery“ step and specify its parameters.8.

Add the third “Full payment“ step and specify its parameters.

As a result of setting up the “50% prepayment” template, the [ Installment plan template steps ] detail will be
shown as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Example of the installment plan for the "50% prepayment" scheme

9.
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You can set up several installment plan templates according to the working process of your company. For
example, create a template for the 100% prepayment scheme with monthly payments during the year that can
be implemented in several steps.

Use a default template
To automatically generate an installment plan on the order page using a default template:

Select the template manually
To manually add the installment plan on the order page using a selected template:

Open the System Designer by clicking  in the top right corner of the application window.1.

Click [ System settings ] in the [ System setup ] block.2.

Open the page of the [ Default installment plan template ] system setting.3.

In the [ Default value ] field, select one of the previously configured templates that will be used on the order
page by default.

As a result, while adding a new order and saving the order page, the [ Installment plan ] detail will be
automatically filled in according to the default template.

4.

Go to the [ Orders ] section and open the required record.1.

On the [ Installment plan ] detail, click the  button and select the required installment plan template from the
list of available templates, for example, "50% prepayment" (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Selecting the template for the installment plan auto-fill

2.
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As a result, the [ Installment plan ] detail will be filled in automatically according to the selected template.

To replace an existing installment plan template, select a template from the list (the  button). As a result, the
installment plan will be formed according to the new template on the [ Installment plan ] detail (previous
installment plan will be deleted). If invoices have been issued based on the original installment plan steps, they will
need to be connected to the corresponding steps of the new installment plan.

How the values are calculated when using a template
Upon filling in the [ Installment plan ] detail of the order page using the template, the following automatic
calculations are performed:

Fig. 1 Example of filling in the [ Installment plan ] detail using the template

If needed, you can edit the detail manually, in this case, the values of the connected fields will be recalculated
automatically. For example, upon changing the number of deferment days, the recalculation of the due date will
take place and if you edit the percentage share of the payment or delivery, the expected amount will be
redistributed (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Example of rescheduling values on the [ Installment plan ] detail

Distribute the products by the installment plan steps

The planned end date for each step is calculated against the current date with the number of deferment days
specified in the template;

If the [ Products ] detail has already been filled in previously on the order page, then the expected amount will
be distributed by the steps according to the share and the total cost of the products specified in the template
(Fig. 1).
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The product distribution for the last step of the installment plan is automated in Creatio. Also, you can quickly add
products to the installment plan step manually directly from the [ Installment plan ] detail list.

Upon populating the installment plan via a template, Creatio will add products to the installment plan in two cases:

Otherwise, you will need to add the products manually. To do this:

As a result, an additional product distribution window (Fig. 2) will open. Select the products and enter their
quantity.

Fig. 2 Product distribution window

The products that were added on the [ Products ] detail of the order page are available in the list.

If the step of this type is the only one. For example, 100% prepayment. In this case, all products added to the
order will be included in this step.

If the step of this type is the only one for which the products are not added. For example, if the delivery takes
place during two iterations and you have added the required products manually for the first step of the
delivery, the rest of the products will be distributed automatically for the second step.

Go to the [ Orders ] section and open the required record with the generated list of products.1.

Populate the [ Installment plan ] detail on the order page. You can populate the [ Installment plan ] detail
automatically using the pre-set template.

2.

To add products to the list available on this step, click [ Add ] in the [ Products ] column (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Adding products to the installment plan step

3.
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The [ Available ] field value is based on the total number of the product items specified on the [ Products ] detail
of the order page. If some of the products have been distributed at the previous steps of the installment plan,
this value is subtracted from the total number of products in the order and the result is displayed in the
[ Available ] column. The number of products at the step can not exceed the total number of products available.

The total cost of the specified number of products is calculated automatically based on the price per unit and the
number of products.

Set up a product catalog
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE  SALES COMMERCE

The product catalog is a separate folder tree in the [ Products ] section, as well as [ Invoices ] and [ Orders ]
sections, that can be identified with the  icon (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1 The product catalog

You can create the catalog structure based on categories, types, filter conditions, and other grouping criteria that
you set for products. This enables you to classify and quickly search for the needed products.

The product catalog is available in the folder tree of the [ Products ] section. To open the product catalog,
select [ Filters/folders ] → [ Show folders ].:

You can set up catalog levels by certain grouping criteria, for example, by category and type. To do this, use
the [ Set up product catalog ] option in the actions menu of the [ Products ] section (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 The setup page for the product catalog
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To add a new catalog level:

Add forecast periods
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

Use the [ Periods ] and [ Period types ] lookups to manage forecast periods.

Note. The [ Periods ] and [ Period types ] lookups are not registered in Creatio by default. You need to
register these lookups before they become available in the [ Lookups ] section. Learn more in the “Create
new lookups” article.

To add a new period:

Open the [ Products ] section.1.

In the [ Actions ] menu, select [ Set up product catalog ].2.

On the product setup catalog page, click [ New ].3.

On the page that opens, specify:

Note. The catalog structure only displays the levels (folders) that have available records in Creatio. For
example, if the “Hardware” category contains no products, then the “Hardware” level will not be
displayed in the catalog structure.

4.

Name – catalog level name that displays in the list of the catalog setup page.a.

Product field – product page field, which is used for product categorization on this level of the catalog. For
example, select the Category field so that the catalog folders on this level correspond to the product
categories

b.

Click  to open the System Designer.1.

Open the [ Lookups ] section and find the [ Period types ] lookup.2.

Click [ New ].3.
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Sales rep's actions during a visit
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

Field Sales for Creatio manages a sales rep’s “to-do” list during the visits and records results of each activity. For
that, the sales rep uses a mobile device with Creatio mobile app. We recommend that sales reps use tablets for
the best experience when working in the field. Visit pages are most informative when viewed in the horizontal
layout.

Attention. Only the users included to the “Sales representatives“ role can use the field features in the
mobile app.

The list of actions that must be performed during a visit is stored on the [ Visit actions ] detail of the visit page.
For example, according to the rule of the visit, the visit agenda of a sales rep is as follows: check in, do a
presentation, place an order for the next batch of products and check out.

To complete an item on a visit agenda:

Enter the name of a new period type, e.g., “Half-year”.4.

Click  and save the changes.5.

Open the [ Lookups ] section again and find the [ Periods ] lookup.6.

Click [ View ] → [ Set up fields to display ] and add the “Period type” column to the section list. Click [ Save ].7.

In the lookup list, click [ New ] and populate the name, period type, the start and end dates for the new period
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Setting up a new period

8.

Add the missing periods up to the end of the current year. For example, with a period that is six months long,
you will only need two periods.

As a result, new periods become available for your forecasts.

9.

Open the visit page.1.

On the [ Visit action ] detail, toggle the switcher next to the corresponding action to the “Completed“ position.
The switcher of a completed action is highlighted in blue.

As a result, the visit action will be considered completed. You can finish the visit once all required actions are
completed (you can skip optional visit actions). A field employee cannot complete a required action unless all
preceding required actions on the agenda have been completed. Once the last required action is completed,

2.
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To synchronize the mobile app with the primary Creatio application:

Do a presentation
If the visit agenda requires conducting a presentation, the “Presentation“ action (Fig. 1) becomes available to the
employee. As a result, a Microsoft PowerPoint file will open in your mobile app, so you can use it during the
presentation.

Fig. 1 Performing the ”Presentation” action

Note. More information about the ”Presentation” visit action is available in the “Set up rules and actions of
a field meeting” article.

Place an order
To place an order, on the [ Visit actions ] detail of the mobile app, perform the “Order placement“ action (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1  Placing the order

When the action is completed, a new order will be automatically added. It will be connected to the current visit
and the account specified in the visit.

To add products to the order:

the visit is considered finished. The action that is not required can be skipped.

All visit actions are available in the offline mode of the mobile app. When working offline, you do not need to
maintain a constant Internet connection. It is required to periodically synchronize the mobile application with
the main application to save the changes made when using the mobile device on the Creatio server.

Make sure that the mobile device has established an Internet connection.1.

Open the [ Settings ] section of the mobile application.2.

Click the [ Synchronization ] button.

As a result, the data from the primary application will be displayed in the mobile app and the primary
application will display the records that were created using the mobile app.

3.

A page with a list of products specified in the last order of the current account will open after running the
[ Order placement ] action (Fig. 2). Filter the required products from the catalog using quick filters. You can
learn more about product selection in the “Find products in the catalog” article.

Fig. 2 The order product page

1.
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Find products in the catalog
In the mobile app, you can search for products using the product catalog. The product folders that are used to
search for products in the mobile app correspond to the product catalog that is configured in the [ Products ]
section of the main application.

Note. The product folders in the mobile app can be set up based on all base lookup fields of the [ Products
] section. In the mobile app, you cannot see the folders created based on the custom fields.

For example, the catalog is set up based on product categories and types. Display the products with the “Bottled
water“ category and the “Soda“ type:

Click the  button next to the needed product.2.

In the displayed window, enter the number of ordered products and tap [ Enter ]. If necessary, repeat the
action to add more products.
To remove a product from the order, specify “0” as its quantity.

3.

Tap the [ Proceed to order ] link on the [ Products in order ] page that is located at the top left corner of the
application window.

As a result, a new order with specified products will be added to the system.

4.

Go to the [ Products ] detail in the mobile app.1.

Click the [ Products in order ] link that is located in the title of the product list.2.

In the displayed window, select the needed product category, for example, “Bottled water“ (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Selecting the product category

3.
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As a result, the detail will display all products of the selected type that are available in Creatio.

Note. To view the products that have been added to the order, select the [ Products in order ] folder.
You can also display all products that are stored in Creatio. To do this, select the [ All products ] folder.
To display all products of a certain category, select the [ All in category... ] folder from the menu of the
corresponding category:

To perform a search by name, use the search string that is located at the top of the product list on the
[ Products ] detail. Enter the needed value in the string. As a result, the detail will display all products whose name
matches the search criteria (Fig. 3).

From the list of tags that are connected to the selected category, select the needed product type, for
example, “Soda“ (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Selecting the product type

4.
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Fig. 3 Searching for a product by name

Copy products
Alternatively, filter products using the list of products from the last order from the current sales outlet. When
scheduling a visit, the [ Products ] detail is automatically filled in with the list of products specified during the
previous visit to this sales outlet.

Monitor SKU
During a visit, tap the [ SKU Monitoring ] action. A page will open, where you can enter the availability of products
in stock and identify whether the products are on display (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 SKU monitoring page
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You can also use the smartphone or tablet camera to take a picture of products on display and attach it to the
visit. To do so:

On the section page, click [ Edit ].1.

Select the [ Attachments ] detail.2.

Click .3.

Select the photo you made earlier and attach it to the activity. You can also use the [ Take picture ] action. The
mobile device will switch to its camera mode. The picture taken will be automatically added to the
[ Attachments ] detail.

4.
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Working with partner funds
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

Creatio can credit a specific percentage of interest to the funds of partners. Use this logic to automate working
with the marketing funds. Creatio can automatically credit a percentage from  the amount of an opportunity that
the partner successfully closed –  to special “marketing funds.” The partner can use the marketing fund to initiate
promotions and other marketing activities. Creatio will then deduct the activity budget from the partner’s
marketing funds.

You can also add custom partnership funds and manually credit or debit them.

Set up the funds
In the Creatio main application, perform the following actions:

Click  in the main Creatio application.1.

Go to the [ System setup ] block → click [ Lookups ].2.

Open the [ Level partnership parameters ] lookup.3.

Set parameters of fund credits as per the partner levels (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Parameters of crediting the marketing funds for a “Bronze” level partner

4.

Add a partnership. You can learn more in the “Example of setting up a partner program” article. Note that the
[ Active ] checkbox on the partnership page must be selected to be able to work with funds.

As a result, the specified parameters for crediting the marketing funds will automatically display on the partner
page in the main application (Fig. 2), as well as on the [ Partnership parameters ] detail on the portal. A
[ Marketing fund ] record will be added on the [ Funds ] detail. When an opportunity is closed with the “Closed
won” result, the marketing funds will be credited with the percentage of the amount from the opportunity
budget. This percentage depends on the partner level.

You can add another fund manually by clicking  on the [ Funds ] detail.

Fig. 2 Partner program page in the main application

5.
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You can view the remaining sum of the funds on the partnership page under [ General info ] → [ Funds ]. Partners
can access this information by opening the partnership page on the portal.

Credit or debit the funds
The funds are credited automatically when a partner opportunity is closed with the “Closed won” status. The
amount of funds is recalculated based on the opportunity sum, opportunity stage, or the partner. When an
opportunity is deleted, the corresponding sum is debited from the amount of the marketing funds. These actions
display on the partner page → [ General info ] → [ Operations ] of the partnership page in the main application, as
well as on the portal.

You can also credit or debit funds manually. Manual operations are available for marketing funds as well as for
other types of funds.

To charge or write-off funds:

Open the partnership page in the main application.1.

Go to the [ General info ] tab → [ Operations ] detail → click .2.

Populate the fields on the opened page:3.

[ Type ] – select the type of operation: credit or debit.a.

[ Fund ] – specify the name of the fund.b.

[ Amount ] – specify the sum for crediting or debiting.c.

[ Description ] – add comments to the operation. This field is optional.d.

Click [ Save ] (Fig. 1).4.
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The changes will display in the main application, as well as on the portal. The partners only have permission to
view the [ Operations ] and [ Funds ] details.

Budgetg partner activities from the funds
When a partner adds a new marketing activity in the [ Marketing activities ] section on the portal, the partnership
page of the main application displays a record with the “Partner activity” type on the [ Marketing activities ] tab.
The partner will be specified as the portal organization account.

If you open the record, you can specify the portal user as the activity owner and set the marketing activity
budget (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Partner program page in the main application

If you specify a marketing fund in the [ Fund ] field of the record, the corresponding sum will be automatically
debited from the specified fund once you save the record. If you edit or delete a record, Creatio will update the
transaction and recalculate the funds. The recalculated funds display on the [ Operations ] detail of the partner

Fig. 1 Example of a credit operation to the fund
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program.

You can also create partner activities in the main application. The funds will be debited similarly.

Add order based on opportunity
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

You can create one or several orders based on an opportunity at any of the opportunity stages.

To add an order:

Create a contract from an order
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

Add a Creatio contract from an order and automatically transfer ordered products to the contract, completely or
selectively.

To do this:

Open the opportunity by which you need to add an order.1.

Click [ Add order ] at the top of the opportunity page.2.

If you have any products added to the opportunity, Creatio will prompt to copy the products to the order.
Select one of the following:

3.

All – copies all products from the opportunity page to the created order.a.

Select – copies only selected products from the opportunity page to the created order. When clicking this
button, the lookup window with the list of products will be displayed. Select the products you need and click
[ Select ].

b.

Cancel – cancel creating of the order.c.

The order page will open to populate additional information. For example, here you can generate the
installment plan or specify delivery information.

As a result, Creatio will register the order connected to the selected opportunity. You can open the created
order from the opportunity page by using the [ Opportunity history ] tab.

4.

Go to the [ Contracts ] section.1.

Click the [ New contract ] button.2.

Fill out the following required fields:3.

[ Account ]a.

[ Our company ]b.

Make sure the values of the following automatically populated fields are relevant:4.

[ Type ]a.

[ Status ]b.
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As a result, Creatio will open the page of the new contract, populated with additional order page data:

Also, Creatio generates the contract number on the contract page automatically based on the “Contract number
mask” (the “ContractCodeMask” code) system setting. The [ Start date ] field is populated using the current date,
the [ Type ] field is set to “Contract,” and the [ Status ] field is set to “Draft.”

Search products in the catalog

[ Start date ]c.

Go to the [ Order ] field and specify the order whose products to add to the contract.5.

Click the [ Save ] button. This will open a dialog box.6.

Select the needed option in the box (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Create a contract based on an order

7.

[ All ]: the [ Contract details ] tab on the contract page will display all products connected to the order.

[ Select ]: this will open another box. Select products to transfer to the contract.

The [ Account ], [ Contact ], [ Owner ] fields use the values of the corresponding order page fields.1.

The values of the [ Amount ], [ Amount, base currency ] fields are calculated as the total cost of the
transferred products.

2.

The [ Order ] field displays the number of the connected order.3.
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PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE  SALES COMMERCE

For each product type, you can set up additional parameters that will help you search by product field or feature.
You can also do it while selecting products in documents, invoices, or orders.

Set up search parameters
To set up the list of search parameters for the catalog items based on the product type, as well as for their
nested items:

Search product catalog using additional filters
After you set up the product type search parameters, you can search for products by the needed value. To do
so:

Open the [ Products ] section.1.

In the [ Actions ] menu, click the [ Set up product types and filters ] action. The list of current product types
opens.

2.

Select a product type and click [ Open ]. The product type page opens.3.

On the [ Filters ] detail, set up the filters for the current product type, click  to add a filter for products of
that type.:

4.

Select [ Filter by product field ] to add a filter by one of the product fields. When you select this
command, the list of product page fields opens. For example, to display a product catalog of a specific
trademark for this product type, select the [ Trademark ] column.

a.

Select [ Filter by feature ] to add a filter by a product feature. When you select this command, the list of
product features opens. For example, you can add filtering by CPU frequency for the laptop.

b.

Click [ Close ].

As a result, additional filters will become available in the product catalog for this specific type of product.

5.

Open the [ Products ] section.1.

Select [ Filters/folders ] → [ Show folders ].2.

In the folder tree on the left, open [ Catalog ] → select the needed catalog item.3.

Click  to the right of the item name. The search area will open (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Catalog search extended mode

4.
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Check-in verification
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

You can keep track of sales rep’s progress by setting up the check-in performance and verification parameters
during visits. Use custom details, dynamic folders, or dashboards to display check-in results.

Creatio stores detailed check-in information including the source of received coordinates and the time of receiving
the coordinates from GPS. Current time is indicated for the coordinates received in real-time while the time of
caching is used for the cached coordinates.

Check-in verification procedure
Whenever a sales rep performs the check-in action, Creatio captures the current or cached coordinates of the
latest sales rep’s location and compares them to the account’s address coordinates. The allowable discrepancy
between these coordinates is specified in meters in the “Check-in verification range” system setting.

The address marked as [ Primary ] is used for verification. The check-in is not verified if it was not possible to
obtain the coordinates and if the value of the [ Check-in verification range ] system setting is not specified.

Select the checkbox in front of the needed value (for the lookup field) or enter the text (for the field of the
“String” type).

5.

Click [ Apply ].

As a result, the products corresponding to the specified search criteria will display on the side of the page.

6.

If the GPS coordinates of the sales rep and the visited account are in the verification range, the check-in
will be verified and the status of the visit will be changed to “In progress”. The “Check-in coordinates are
within range” status will be displayed on the [ Check-in and check-out results ] detail.

If the discrepancy between the GPS coordinates of the sales rep and the visited account exceed the
verification range, the sales rep will receive the following message: “Check-in coordinates are out of range.
Would you like to save check-in results?” If this result is saved, the check-in will have the “Check-in
coordinates are out of range” status.
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Set up check-in verification
Use the following system settings to set up check-in verification:

Note. Working with cached coordinates is available for devices on Android OS.

Attention. If the range value is not specified, check-in verification will not be performed.

You can add the [ Check-in and check-out performance result ] detail based on the [ Check-in and check-out
performance result ] object to display the check-in results and show the columns in the detail list on Creatio
primary application page.

Get the results of the check-in verification.
To track the check-in results, you can configure a dynamic folder in the [ Activities ] section, or a dashboard in
the dashboards view of this section. An example of configuring the filtration conditions for all visits with unverified
check-in (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1 Filtration conditions of all visits with unverified check-in

If the check-in verification is not possible (the address of an account is not specified or a sales rep had no
Internet connection during the verification process), the sales rep will receive the following message: “Unable
to verify check-in coordinates. Would you like to save check-in results?” If the check-in results are saved, the
check-in will have the “Unable to verify check-in coordinates” status.

“Use last known location of user” – This system setting enables mobile devices to use the latest cached
sales rep’s location and save it as the check-in location if the actual check-in coordinates are unknown. This
usually occurs when sales reps perform check-in inside buildings, where GPS may be unavailable.

“Check-in verification range” – This system setting enables you to monitor the sales rep check-in
performance. It helps identify the acceptable discrepancy (in meters) between the sales rep’s coordinates at
the time of check-in and the coordinates of the corresponding sales outlet. Specified distance will be used for
check-in verification.
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View check-in/check-out coordinates on the map
To track the coordinates of the sales rep check-in and check-out:

This will open a window with a map, that contain markers that represent GPS coordinates of an account and sales
rep during check-in and check-out (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Visit map with account coordinates, check-in, and check-out

Open the visit page.1.

Click the  button on the [ Actions - Visit ] detail (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Viewing check-in/check-out coordinates on the map

2.
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Sales rep GPS coordinates will be displayed on the map after check-in and/or check-out in the mobile app and
synchronization of mobile app with Creatio primary application.

Example of setting up a partner program
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

Let’s walk through the steps of preparing a partner portal and creating a partner program to start working with
the partner.

Case. Set up a partner program. Under its conditions, you grant a discount to a reseller partner. The
discount sum depends on the number of registered leads and the sum of closed opportunities.
Additionally, the partner program provides your partners with the ability to achieve a new tier: from the
Bronze tier to the Platinum tier. Your partners can also have extra discounts. The amount of such
discounts grows as your partner reaches new tiers.

Specify your and your partner’s cooperation parameters
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If you are already working with your partner under certain conditions, you can streamline your cooperation
parameters and capture them on paper or a spreadsheet. For instance, the parameters of a reseller partnership
can be represented as in Fig. 1:

Fig. 1 Table with partnerships parameters

Based on this, you will need to populate the lookups as follows:

Set up partner program parameters
The partnership parameters in Fig. 1 are available in Creatio out of the box. You only need to add the partnership
parameters required for the cooperation with your partner if they are not yet available in the lookups.

Add new partnership

[ Type of partner ] – “Reseller.”

[ Level of partner ] – “Bronze,” “Silver,” “Platinum.”

[ Category of partnership parameter ] – number of leads, opportunity amount, partner discount, percentage
of credits to the marketing fund.

[ Type of partnership parameter ] – “Obligation,” “Benefit.”

Open the [ Partnership ] section in the main application. This section is available in Sales Creatio enterprise
and CRM Creatio. You may need to add the [ Partnership ] section to at least one workplace before it becomes
available in the left menu.

1.

Click the [ New partnership ] button.2.

Populate the fields in the mini page that pops up. Refer to the partnership parameters table when populating
the fields.

3.

Select your company’s partner in the [ Account ] lookup.a.

Specify the type of your partner in the [ Type ] field.b.

Specify the time frame of the partner program using the [ Start date ] and [ Due date ] fields. The period is
1 year by default.

c.

Leave the [ Active ] check box selected if you want the portal page to display the partnership as a partner
program. At the same time, you can uncheck this checkbox when needed and make the partner program
unavailable to your partner (e.g., when creating different programs for different periods).

d.
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Prepare the partner organization for working on the portal

Save the changes (Fig. 1).

As a result, the specified partner parameters in the lookups, including the partner funds, will automatically
display in the main application, as well as in the partner program on the portal.

Note. Only users with the “Partner portal users” role may have access to the partner program.

Fig. 1 Adding a new partnerships and partner program

4.

Create a partner portal organization and bind it to portal users. This process is covered in the “Add portal
users” article. Please note that you need to choose the “Partners” role in the [ Parent role ] field on the profile
organization page when creating a partner portal organization.

1.

Configure access permissions for the portal users of the partner organization. To access the partner portal
functionality and work in the partner program, a portal user must be assigned the “Partner portal users”
functional role. More information on the portal user roles is available in the “Manage portal user roles” article.

2.

Send portal invitation emails to partner portal users to enable them to log in to the partner portal and
participate in the partner program. The procedure for sending portal invitation is available in the “Send portal
invitations” article.

As a result, users with the “Partner portal users” functional role will be able to access the [ Partner program ]
section (Fig. 1), which stores all conditions and the current status of each partnership.

Fig. 1 The [ Partner program ] section

3.
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Set up opportunity stages
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

You can set up the opportunity stages in the [ Opportunity stages ] lookup. Here you can set up the following
features:

The setup procedure is as follows:

The general list of all possible opportunity stages.

Specify whether the stage will display on the stage progress bar on the opportunity page.

Specify whether the stage will display in the sales pipeline.

Specify the stage sequence in the sales pipeline.

The maximum probability value that you can specify for an opportunity at a stage.

Click  to open the System Designer.1.

Open the [ Lookups ] section.2.

In the “Opportunities” lookup folder, open the [ Opportunity stages ] lookup.3.

Edit the stage settings according to your business task. You can edit the stage settings using the editable list
or the stage page by clicking . The stage settings are described below.

4.
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Add products to an invoice or an order
PRODUCTS: SALES COMMERCE  SALES ENTERPRISE

To add products to an order or invoice quickly, such as when working with extensive product catalogs, use the
catalog product selection page (Fig. 1). Navigating to the page is available in the [ Invoices ], and [ Orders ]
sections.

Fig. 1 Product selection page

Name Description

Number The number is used to define the sequence of stages in the sales pipeline. The column
is not displayed by default. You can add it manually. Learn more: Set up columns.

Description In the description of the stage, you can specify when the sale must be transferred to
the next stage. The column is not displayed by default. You can add it manually. Learn
more: Set up columns.

Maximum
probability

The maximum available value, in percent, that can be specified in the [ Probability ] field
of the opportunity edit page to indicate the possibility of successful opportunity
closure on the given stage. The column is not displayed by default, however you can
add it manually. Learn more: Set up columns.

Period for
planning
the next
step, days

The maximum interval between activities scheduled for an opportunity on the given
stage. The column is not displayed by default. You can add it manually. Learn more: Set
up columns.

Final Select this checkbox if the given stage is the last stage of the opportunity.

Successful Select this checkbox for the final stages of the won opportunities. The field is non-
editable if the [ Final ] checkbox is not selected.

Show in
funnel

Select the checkbox to enable corresponding stage in the “Sales Pipeline” dashboard.

Show in
progress
bar

Select the checkbox to enable corresponding stage on the workflow bar of the
opportunity page. The column is not displayed by default. You can add it manually.
Learn more: Set up columns.
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Let’s see how to select products from an order page.

View and edit the cart
See the selected products in the “Cart”  view on the product selection page. Changing the quantity of a
product in the list automatically adds the product to the cart. Use the cart to check the list of products you have
selected, and change it as necessary.

Click  to open the “Cart” view.

The columns in the “Cart” view are mapped to the columns in the product list. This view also supports searching
for products by name or code. The search result will show you the total quantity of products and the amount of

Go to the [ Products ] detail from the selected record in the [ Orders ] section.1.

Click .
As a result, a product selection page with the complete list of products and services will appear. The product
selection page does not display products, for which the [ Inactive ] checkbox is selected.

2.

Use the search bar at the top of the page to find the needed product by name or code.
Alternatively, use sorting by group in the product catalog.

3.

Specify the number of products to add to the order in the [ Quantity ] field. Delete the entered value to cancel
your selection.
If a product has already been added to the order, the field will feature the  icon on the right. Hover the
mouse pointer to display information on the product quantity in the order. The number of order-ready
products is available in the [ Warehouse ] field. The value of this field is calculated by the [ On hand ] column
on the [ Stock in warehouse ] detail on the [ Prices and availability ] tab of the product page.

4.

To change the unit of measure of a product, select the required value in the [ Unit of measure ] field unless it
is already in the [ Units ] detail on the product page. By default, this field shows the base unit specified on the
[ Base price ] detail of the product page. After the base unit is changed, the total amount of the selected
products will be recalculated.

5.

Use the [ Price ] field to specify the new product price. By default, this field shows the base product price
recalculated in the order currency. Changes in this field do not affect the base price specified in the [ Price ]
field on the product page. The amount of the order will be calculated according to the changes made.

The summary information about the quantity of the selected products and their total cost is available in the
top right corner of the page.

6.
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the selected items. You can change the quantity and unit of measure for each product in the cart.

To remove a product from the cart, specify zero quantity, or clear the field.

Click [ Save ] to apply the changes.

As a result, the product selection page will be closed and the selected product items will be added on the
[ Products ] detail of the order.

Click the [ Cancel ] button to close the page without saving your changes.

Display additional information
You can set up list columns in both product selection page views. For example, you can display the products
available in stock.

To do this:

In the [ View ] menu of the product selection page, select the [ Select fields to display ] command.1.

Click the  button in the column setup area.2.

In the opened column selection window:3.

Click the  button next to the “Product in order” object name.a.

In the added field, select the “Product” reverse connection object.b.

Click the  button next to the “Product” object name.c.

In the added field, select the “Product in stock (by column Product)” reverse connection object.d.

In the [ Column ] field, specify the column of the “Available” connected object (Fig. 1).e.

Click the [ Select ] button.

Fig. 1 Set up reverse connection columns for the “Product in order” object

f.

On the opened page, specify the display parameters for the selected column:4.

Enter the column title, for example, “Stock (C. W.)”.a.

Specify the filter for data aggregating. For example, to display the product stock in a specified warehouse,
set the filter by the corresponding warehouse (Fig. 2).

b.
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Opportunities FAQ
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE

Can you work with opportunities not by a process?
If your company's approach to sales management is different from the one in Creatio, you can work with the
[ Opportunities ] section without using the pre-defined sales process.

In this case, do not start the corporate sales process and just change the stage on the opportunity page
manually. Fill in the required fields, enter information in the tabs and details.

For the process to not run automatically when transferring a lead to the [ Awaiting sale ] stage, disable the “Start
sales process” system setting.

Fig. 2 The “Stock (C. W.)” column setup

Click the [ Save ] button on the column setup page.5.

Save the list setup.

As a result, the list on the product selection page will display the product stock in the warehouse (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 The “Stock (C.W.)” column display on the product selection page

6.
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How to change the standard sales process?
You can delete, change or add process stages, and change the list of activities in accordance with your needs.

To change the process:

How to change basic tasks that are created to custom tasks?
To change the list of basic activities, which are formed during the corporate sales process, you need to replace
the basic sales process with a custom copy. More information about changing a default process: How to change
the standard sales process?

After you have made the necessary adjustments at each stage of the updated sales process, the system will
form the activities that you have added/changed.

Under what conditions is the [DM] field filled in on the
opportunity page?
The [ DM ] field in the "BANT” profile of the opportunity page contains the name of the contact who is the
decision maker for the opportunity. The field is filled in automatically. To specify the decision maker on the
opportunity page, add the contact and in the [ Role ] field enter "DM” on the [ Contacts ] details of the
[ Opportunity data ] tab.

Note that the [ DM ] field pulls the data from the opportunity page, not from the page of the contact that also
contains the [ Role ] field. This field denotes the decision maker for the whole company At the same time a
different person may make decisions about the sale.

How to set up different processes for different opportunity
types?

Open the [ Process library ] section.1.

Find the default process that you want to change. The corporate sales process consists of several
subprocesses with each referring to a particular opportunity stage. When searching for a subprocess, pay
attention to the name and the 7.8 prefix. For example, if you need to change the “Qualification” stage, find a
process called “Opportunity qualification v7.8.0”.

2.

Create a copy of the basic corporate sales process by clicking the [ Copy ] button record in the process
record.

3.

Make the required changes in the copy. You can change the elements, remove elements or add new ones.4.

Save the edited copy and publish.5.

Go to the original version of the corporate sales process and disable it by clicking the [ Actions ] → [ Disable ].

Note. Detailed descriptions of business process management are available in the Creatio business
process documentation.

After performing the settings, the system will use the custom corporate sales process.

6.
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This functionality can be implemented by the developer means.

Why is the amount calculated incorrectly after changing
currency?
When you change the currency of the [ Amount ] multi-currency field, the value in the field and in the multi-
currency edit pop-up are different (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Different values in a multi-currency field and the corresponding multi-currency edit pop-up

After changing currency in a filled-in multi-currency field, the specified amount will be automatically converted to
the new value according to currency exchange rates. At the same time, the [ Amount ] field on the multi-
currency edit pop-up displays the amount in base currency. This is a non-editable field. Learn more in the
“Working with currencies” article.

What happens if one of the activities is skipped
If one or more of the stage activities were not completed, and the opportunity was advanced to the next stage
with the workflow bar, then the activity will be canceled automatically. Creatio will generate a new list of activities
corresponding to the current opportunity stage.

The uncompleted tasks that were created manually will not be canceled when advancing to the next stage.
Uncompleted tasks do not affect transition to next stages.

Orders FAQ
PRODUCTS: SALES ENTERPRISE  SALES COMMERCE

Why are price calculations incorrect during product selection?
The product price in order, and invoices issued based on that order, may display incorrectly if the [ Products ]
detail page has incorrect or no values in the following fields: [ Unit of measure ], [ Tax ], [ Currency ], [ Price ].
Check if all the mentioned fields are filled in correctly for all records on the [ Products ] detail on the order page.
To ensure that the price is updated in the order, select the source price list on the [ Products ] detail once again
and save the record.
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How is tax amount calculated when a product is added?
By default, the tax amount is included in the product price that you enter in Creatio. To change this logic, disable
the [ Default value ] checkbox in the [ Price includes taxes ] system setting.

Create a document
PRODUCTS: SALES CREATIO

Use the [ Documents ] section to manage incoming and outgoing documents, register their numbers, save scan
copies, etc.

The records from the [ Documents ] section will supplement customer communication history, display on the
[ Timeline ] tab and help build a complete customer or deal profile. Use the section quick filters to search for the
needed document:

To create a new document:

By date (the [ Date ] field of the document page).

By owner (the [ Owner ] field of the document page).

Go to the [ Documents ] section.1.

Click the [ New document ] button.
A new document page opens, with the automatically generated document number. Creatio generates
document numbers according to the  “DocumentCodeMask” system setting. A new document page will have
the following default values in its fields:

2.

[ Number ] – the number of the new document.a.

[ Status ] – “Active.”b.

[ Date ] – the user’s current date.c.

[ Owner ] – the current user’s contact.d.

Populate the [ Type ] field by specifying what kind of document this is.3.

Populate the [ Account ] and [ Contact ] fields to link the document to a specific customer.4.

Add links to other connected records on the [ Connected to ] detail. If you fill in the [ Documents ] detail of a
record, the record will be connected to the specified document.

5.

Click [ Save ].6.
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